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ABSTRACT 
Real-time computing is an enabling technology for many current and next generation ap­
plications. One of the key components of real-time systems is the scheduling of tasks, the 
objective of which is to meet task deadlines predictably. Traditional real-time task scheduling 
paradigms perform well in static or dynamic systems in which the workload can be accurately 
modeled. Unfortunately, in many complex applications, unpredictable dynamic factors exist 
due to which precise workload characterization is difficult. In recent years, feedback control 
techniques have been successfully applied to address the issue of unpredictable workload in 
computing systems. In this dissertation, we develop feedback-based algorithms and analysis 
for some important dynamic scheduling problems in real-time systems. 
First, we address the problem of selective herbicide spraying in precision farming appli­
cation. The goal is to achieve low weed miss ratio and high CPU utilization. We carry out 
system identification, vehicle modeling and controller design. In our design, the requested 
CPU utilization is fed back and the vehicle speed is controlled. The system model is verified 
and performance evaluation is carried out through simulation studies. 
The second problem is task scheduling based on (m, fc)-firrri deadline constraints in real­
time systems. The proposed solution feeds back the current dynamic failure rate (DFR) and 
adjusts the task's QoS based on DFR on-line. We also propose a novel fairness metric to 
evaluate the fairness in QoS among tasks achieved by the scheduler. The simulation results 
xii 
show that the QoS of tasks can be improved significantly while keeping the D F R  below a 
certain threshold. 
The third problem is combined task scheduling with fault tolerance in real-time systems. In 
our model, the rate monotonie scheduling algorithm and deferrable server algorithm are used 
to schedule periodic and aperiodic tasks, respectively. By using feedback control technique, 
we adjust the capacity of the deferrable servers based on the failure rate of the periodic tasks. 
The performances of the systems are evaluated through simulation studies. 
The last problem is task scheduling in distributed real-time systems. We propose a double-
loop scheme to keep the deadline miss ratio close to the set point and maximize the CPU 
utilization, and analyze the stability of the system in Z-domain. We also propose a global 
scheduling method to achieve load balancing by using a suitable load index. The performances 
of the systems are evaluated through simulation studies. 
The feedback-based solutions proposed in this dissertation are based on the principle of 
controlling the trade-off between deadline miss ratio and resource utilization. This idea can 
be adapted not only to other scheduling problems in real-time systems, but also to scheduling 
problems in non-real-time systems. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Real-time Systems 
A system is a real-time system when it can support the execution of applications with time 
constraints on that execution. That is, the correctness of the computations depends not only 
on their logical correctness, but also on the time at which the results are produced [1]. Ap­
plications of real-time systems include safety critical systems, life-support systems, automated 
manufacturing systems, control and command systems, robotics, spacecraft, communication, 
multimedia systems, etc. In real-time systems, producing timely results are as important as 
producing logically correct outputs. Computations occurring in a real-time system that have 
timing constraints are called real-time tasks [2]. Real-time tasks can be classified in two ways: 
by the knowledge of their arrival and by the consequences of their not being executed on time 
[3], In the former class, there are periodic tasks and aperiodic tasks. Periodic tasks arrive 
at the system periodically and aperiodic tasks occur occasionally. Aperiodic tasks with a 
bounded inter-arrival time are called sporadic tasks. In the latter class, there are critical (hard 
real-time) and noncritical (soft/firm real-time) tasks. Critical tasks are those whose timely 
execution is critical; if deadlines are missed, catastrophes occur. Noncritical real-time tasks 
are not critical to the application. However, they deal with time-varying data and hence they 
are useless if not completed within a deadline. A system with hard real-time tasks is a hard 
real-time system, and a system containing soft real-time tasks (without hard real-time tasks) is 
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a soft real-time system. An example of a hard real-time system is a digital fly-by-wire control 
system of an aircraft (Fly-by-wire is an electronically managed flight control system, which 
uses computers to make aircraft easier to handle while further enhancing safety.): No lateness 
is accepted under any circumstances, otherwise the aircraft is not controllable. The cost of 
missing deadline is infinitely high as the lives of people depend on the correct operation of the 
control system of the aircraft. A soft real-time system can be a vending machine: As it will 
take longer to treat a customer when the performance of the vending machine is degrading. 
Then, fewer customers paying at this machine will result in less profits for the shop owner. In 
this case, lower performance (lateness) is acceptable since it is not catastrophic when deadlines 
are not met. 
1.2 Real-time Task Scheduling 
One of the key components of real-time systems is the scheduling of tasks, the objective 
of which is to meet task deadlines predictably. Real-time task scheduling includes static and 
dynamic scheduling, shown in Figure 1.1. Static approaches perform static (that is, off-line) 
schedulability analysis, and dynamic approaches do not perform static schedulability analy­
sis. Among the static approaches, static table-driven approaches use the resulting schedule 
from the schedulability analysis, usually stored in the form of a table, to decide when a task 
must begin its execution. Otherwise, if at run-time tasks are executed in highest priority-first 
order, the approaches are called static priority-driven preemptive approaches. For example, 
Rate-Monotonie Scheduling (RMS) algorithm and Earliest Deadline First (EDF) algorithm [4] 
are static priority-driven preemptive approaches. For dynamic planning-based approaches, the 
schedulability of a task is checked at run-time, that is, a dynamically arriving task is accepted 
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for execution if it is found to be schedulable. For dynamic best-effort approaches, no schedula­
bility check is done, the system tries its best to meet task deadlines. Any task may be aborted 
during its execution, since the system gives no guarantee for its completion. In Figure 1.1, 
the first item within the parentheses denotes the on-line or off-line status of the schedulability 
check, and the second item stands for the on-line or off-line status of the schedule construction. 
Real-time task scheduling 
Static Dynamic 
Table-driven Priority-driven Planning-based Best effort 
(off-line, off-line) (off-line, online) (online, online) (-, -) 
Figure 1.1 Figure illustrating real-time task scheduling paradigms 
Although these paradigms perform well in static or dynamic systems in which the workload 
can be accurately modeled, they perform poorly in unpredictable dynamic systems where the 
workload cannot be accurately modeled [5] [6]. Unfortunately, unpredictable dynamic factors 
exist in many applications wherein precise workload characterization is difficult. Thus, adap­
tive resource management methods need to be developed to dynamically address real-time 
constraints and provide graceful degradation in the presence of uncertainty in workload. 
In dynamic real-time systems, two steps are involved at the scheduler: Schedulability check 
(admission test) and scheduling. The first step decides whether the tasks can be admitted into 
the system, and the scheduling algorithm decides where (which processor) and when to execute 
the admitted tasks. Since the system resources are limited, some tasks may be rejected during 
the schedulability check. Even after tasks are admitted to the system for execution, there 
may be still some tasks that miss their deadlines due to the uncertainty in execution times. 
To evaluate the performance of scheduling systems, we define task rejection ratio (RR) and 
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deadline miss ratio (MR) as follows. Task rejection ratio is defined as the ratio of the number 
of tasks rejected by admission controller to the number of tasks that arrived in the system. 
Deadline miss ratio is defined as the ratio of the number of tasks that miss their deadlines to 
the number of tasks admitted by the admission controller. Ideally, one would prefer a low RR 
if possible, a low MR, and high CPU utilization (U) in an overloaded system. 
When the scheduler performs the admission test and scheduling, it uses task parameters, 
such as execution time, period and deadline. Among the parameters, the (actual) execution 
time of a task depends on conditional statements and data dependent loops that are influenced 
by the dynamics of the environment in which the system is operating. Thus, task execution 
time creates workload uncertainty in the system. There are three ways to deal with the uncer­
tainty in workload: (1) Schedule tasks based on worst-case task parameters obtained through 
pessimistic static analysis. This will result in low resource utilization (high rejection ratio), but 
less/zero miss ratio; (2) Schedule tasks based on best-case task parameters obtained through 
analysis based on optimistic assumptions. This will result in high miss ratio, but resource 
utilization will be high. Thus, the task parameters introduce a trade-off between resource 
utilization and miss ratio. (3) Schedule tasks based on an estimate of actual workload which 
is obtained by using feedback control algorithms. Unlike approaches (1) and (2), approach 
(3) has the potential to capture the trade-off in order to minimize miss ratio and maximize 
resource utilization, by making a good estimate of workload. Thus feedback control can be 
used to adjust the resource allocation and track the system performance. 
1.3 Feedback Control Technique 
Due to the dynamic property of many real-time systems, researchers have been using feed­
back control techniques in real-time task scheduling. Figure 1.2 shows a typical control system, 
consisting of a controller, a plant to be controlled (controlled system), sensors, and actuators 
[2]. Four variables are defined for the system: (1) Exogenous variables are inputs from out­
side of the system, e.g., set points (desired values of the output values) and disturbances. (2) 
Regulated variables are the output values to be regulated. (3) Measured variables are values 
that the sensors measure. (4) Control variables are the inputs to the actuators. The actuators 
will actuate the plant based on the control variables. In addition, system error is defined as 
the difference between the set points and the feedback information. In real-time systems, the 
exogenous variables can be variables related to environment changes, the desired deadline miss 
ratio and CPU utilization. The regulated/measured variables can be deadline miss ratio and 
CPU utilization. The control variables can be the estimate of the execution times of tasks. 
a. +i 
I 
Controller 
If 
disturbance 
_L 
Actuator: 
Controlled 
System 
Sensors Measured 
Regulated 
Variable(s) 
Variable(s) 
Figure 1.2 Schematic of a control system 
The system works as follows: The sensors periodically monitor the regulated variables 
and feedback the error to the controller. The controller computes the required control, using 
the control function of the system, based on the error. The actuators change the control 
(manipulated) variables to control the system. 
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1.4 Applications of Control Techniques in Computing 
In recent years, several works have applied control theory to computing systems. In [7], 
the authors present a novel Middleware Control Framework to enhance the effectiveness of 
Quality of Service (QoS) adaptation decisions by dynamic control and reconfiguration of inter­
nal parameters and functionalities of a distributed multimedia application. Both system-wide 
properties (such as fairness among concurrent applications) and application-specific require­
ments (such as preserving the critical performance criteria) are considered. In particular, 
control theory is utilized to develop a feedback control loop to guarantee a desired network 
packet rate in a distributed visual tracking system. In [8], control theory is applied to ana­
lyze a congestion control algorithm in networks. The authors linearized the interconnection of 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and a bottlenecked queue and figured out the feedback 
properties in terms of network parameters such as link capacity, load and round-trip time. 
Then, the authors design an Active Queue Management (AQM) control system using the ran­
dom early detection (RED) scheme by relating its free parameters such as the low-pass filter 
break point and loss probability profile to the network parameters. And a control theoretical 
approach has been applied to provide QoS guarantees in web servers [9] [10] and e-mail servers 
[11]. In the former case, the approach subsumes traditional admission control based techniques 
and enhances server performance by selectively adapting content in accordance with both load 
conditions and QoS requirements. In the latter case, a controller was added to manipulate an 
email server's tuning parameters. The authors used a statistical model to model the target 
system, and then applied control techniques to design the controller, which further adjusts the 
system behavior. However, this work does not directly address timing constraints, which is 
the key requirement of real-time systems. 
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In [5] [12] [13] a feedback control EDF scheduling algorithm was proposed for real-time 
uniprocessor systems. In [14], a control theoretic framework that is appropriate for systems 
which experience large variations in workload was proposed. In [15], feedback-based adaptive 
architecture was proposed to provide relative delay guarantees for different service classes on 
web servers under HTTP 1.1. In [16], adaptive reservations based on applying a feedback 
scheme to a reservation-based scheduler was proposed. In [17] a feedback scheduling strategy 
was proposed where the scheduler allocates CPU time to the tasks according to the current 
values of the cost functions. In [18], the sampling periods of the control task was adjusted 
to optimize the performance based on the feedback from execution-time measurements and 
feedforward from workload changes. In [19] [6], the authors presented a closed-loop scheduling 
algorithm based on execution time estimation in multiprocessor systems. In [20] [21], the au­
thors proposed a feedback-based methodology for automatically adapting the rate of a periodic 
task set. These works deal with feedback-based local scheduling. 
There are also some works which apply feedback control theory in distributed real-time 
systems. In [22], a resource management system was developed for a soft real-time distributed 
object system that is based on a three-level feedback loop. In [23], the authors aim at achieving 
load balancing by monitoring load information of each host in the distributed system. In 
[24] [25], the controller adjusts the number of the replicas of sub-tasks to achieve low missed 
deadline ratios and high resource utilizations during situation of high workloads. In [26], 
the authors present a two-level feedback control scheduling architecture, the details will be 
discussed Chapter 5. 
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1.5 Research Contributions 
The variability in task execution time creates workload uncertainty in real-time systems. 
It is not possible to achieve the exact values of the parameters used to schedule the tasks or 
operate the system. The two simplest choices are to use the worst-case values or the best case 
values. However, the worst-case values will lead to an under-utilized system, and the best-case 
values will lead to poor system performance (a lot of tasks missing their deadlines). There is 
thus a trade-off between these two cases, and feedback control is the method we use to achieve 
the trade-off. 
The contributions of the dissertation are as follows: 
• Task scheduling in selective herbicide spraying problem. The goal is to achieve low miss 
ratio and high CPU utilization. We identified the scheduling system by abstracting the 
input and output relationship, modeled the scheduling system as a linear system and 
the vehicle system as a first-order system, then we designed the controller using control 
techniques, fed back the system performances and adjusted the vehicle speed. The system 
model was verified by Matlab and computer simulations, and the performances were 
evaluated. 
• Task scheduling based on (m, fc)-firm deadline constraints in real-time systems. The goal 
is to maximize the QoS received by each task while keeping the dynamic failure rate below 
a certain threshold. The proposed solution fed back the current dynamic failure rate 
(DFR) and adjusted m for each task based on DFR on-line. We also proposed a novel 
fairness metric to evaluate the fairness of each task in terms of QoS. The performances 
of the systems were evaluated by computer simulations. 
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• Combined task scheduling with fault-tolerance in real-time systems. The solution was 
proposed for uniprocessor systems. The applications have both periodic tasks and ape­
riodic tasks. Each periodic task can have a primary copy and a backup copy. The rate 
monotonie scheduling algorithm and deferrable server algorithm were used to schedule 
tasks. Two deferrable servers were created, one for aperiodic tasks and one for the 
backup copies of periodic tasks. The recovery rate and failure rate of periodic tasks were 
fed back to the controller, and the utilization capacity of the backup deferrable server 
was adjusted by feedback control theory. Suitable utilization capacity was allocated to 
backup deferrable server and the remaining utilization capacity was used for the ape­
riodic deferrable server. The performances of the systems were evaluated by computer 
simulations. 
• Task scheduling in distributed real-time systems. The goal is to keep the deadline miss 
ratio close to the set point and maximize the CPU utilization. We proposed a double-
loop scheme. By using feedback control theory, the inner loop feedback control system 
adjusts the estimated execution time of tasks to achieve desired CPU utilization and miss 
ratio for the local system, and the outer loop control system adjusts the set points for 
each local system. Additionally, we analyzed the stability of the double-loop feedback-
based scheduling system in the Z domain. Then we proposed a novel global scheduling 
method to achieve load balancing by using a load index, which considers the deadline 
miss ratio, task rejection ratio and CPU utilization. The performances of the systems 
were evaluated by computer simulations. 
The organization of the remaining of this dissertation present as follows: Chapter 2 pro­
poses a feedback-based task scheduling algorithm in herbicide spraying problem. Chapter 3 
10 
proposes an adaptive scheduling scheme for overload and QoS management in real-time sys­
tems. Chapter 4 proposes a combined task scheduling with fault tolerance in real-time systems. 
Chapter 5 proposes a double-loop scheme for task scheduling in dynamic real-time systems. 
Chapter 6 makes some concluding remarks. 
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CHAPTER 2. FEEDBACK-BASED SCHEDULING IN VEHICLE 
SYSTEMS 
In this chapter, we propose a feedback-based scheduling scheme that can be used in systems 
with mobile nodes. When the nodes are mobile, nodes continuously move and execute certain 
tasks, so the mobility can affect the task parameters. Thus for a particular application, we have 
to identify the relation between the mobility characteristics (e.g., speed) and the values of task 
parameters (e.g., execution time, deadlines and periods). The adaptation can be carried out 
on the mobility characteristics, which will further lead to the change of task parameters. Thus 
the schedule will be adjusted, that is, we can achieve a schedule which can satisfy the desired 
real-time requirements. We developed and analyzed the feedback-based adaptive scheduling 
schemes for autonomous vehicle systems [27] [28] and apply it to the selective herbicide spraying 
problem in agricultural production [29]. A node is a vehicle which is equipped with sensing, 
processing, and actuating capabilities. Adaptation is focused on the speed of the vehicle, which 
will lead to changes of task parameters (deadlines and periods of tasks). 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.1, the autonomous vehicle 
problem is described. In Section 2.2, we propose feedback-based solution for the autonomous 
vehicle problem. In Section 2.3, we discuss the simulation results. Finally, in Section 2.4, we 
make some concluding remarks. 
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2.1 Selective Herbicide Spraying Problems 
Vehicles are needed to detect weed conditions in the fields and then spray herbicide based on 
the weed conditions. In this system, field images are obtained periodically by a camera mounted 
on the vehicle, and the images are processed to decide the weed density. Then a command is 
sent to the spray nozzle controller. Weed detection and command transfer can be treated as 
a task. In weedy areas, the weed detection will take a long time compared to weed free areas 
because of the increased computation time required to do image processing. In one example 
of a weed density estimation system [30], an environmentally adaptive segmentation algorithm 
(EASA) was used to segment the plants from the background of the image in every control 
zone row. Then an adaptive scanning algorithm (ASA) automatically detected crop inter-row 
edges and estimated the number of weeds in the inter-row area. Starting on the left edge of the 
image, the ASA searched columns by segmenting pixel-by-pixel and searching for pixels which 
were segmented as plants. This operation was called primary scanning. After a plant pixel or 
pixels were identified in primary scanning, sub-scanning occurred in the horizontal direction 
to the left and the right from the center of the vertical scan and also in diagonal directions. 
If enough plant pixels were found in the primary and sub-scans to consider the object to be a 
real weed object instead of segmentation noise, then all plant pixels encountered were marked. 
That is, the object was counted once. If the weed density in the control zone row was high, the 
number of weeds was high as well. Thus, high weed density will lead to more plant objects in 
the control zone, and more scanning will be done to mark plant objects in high weed density 
control zones leading to longer computation time. Based on these considerations, we assumed a 
linear relationship between weed pixel counts and tasks computation times. In summary, weed 
density variability introduces load uncertainty in our vehicle system. Thus, in weedy areas the 
vehicle has to travel slowly because weed density estimates must be completed before spray 
boom is over the control zone and the herbicide is applied. This situation sets the deadline 
associated with each task. 
There are three ways to deal with the uncertainty in execution time for weed processing: 
(1) The vehicle travels at the lowest speed, that is, the image data arrives at the system at the 
lowest rate (longest period). This will result in a zero miss ratio, but a high cost (low CPU 
utilization and long time to finish processing the field). (2) The vehicle travels at the highest 
speed, that is, the image data arrive at the system at a highest rate (lowest period). This will 
result in a high miss ratio, but also in high CPU utilization and short processing time (low 
cost). Thus, the task execution time introduces a trade-off between miss ratio and cost. (3) 
The vehicle travels at an adjusted speed which is obtained using a feedback control algorithm. 
Unlike approaches (1) and (2), approach (3) has the potential to capture this trade-off in order 
to minimize both miss ratio and cost. 
2.1.1 The Vehicle System 
Under current practices, most herbicide is applied uniformly in crop fields. However, weeds 
are not uniformly distributed but are distributed in patches [31]. Currently, chemical appli­
cation systems are being investigated that can sense weeds in real time with forward vehicle-
mounted image sensors and adjust the application rate at herbicides using adjustable nozzles 
on a rear-mounted spray boom. The sensor senses weed conditions in the field, and then passes 
the data to an on-board processor. The processor performs image processing to estimate the 
weed density for the sensed area of the field. Then the processor sends the commands to 
control the action of the nozzles. Notice that the vehicle must travel the distance between the 
zone and the nozzles before activating the nozzles. Due to non-uniform weed distributions, 
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image processing often requires variable computation times for weed density estimation. The 
computational task must be completed before the nozzles arrive at the corresponding weed 
patch locations. These real-time requirements must be met in this system. 
The system under discussion, shown in Figure 2.1, has a camera installed at 3.35 m height 
such that the camera has a field of view (FOV) 2.44 m x 3.05 m. The FOV is divided into regions 
called control zones, and nozzles are activated based on weed detections in individual control 
zones. Control zones are 0.61 m long in the travel direction and 0.51 m wide, corresponding to 
the spray pattern of the nozzle directly behind them. Thus, the usable image area is a 4 x B 
matrix of control zones that consists of the number of complete control zones that fit in the 
FOV [29]. 
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Figure 2.1 Physical configuration of the chemical application system mod­
eled. The camera acquires an image of field surface and nozzles 
on spray boom are controlled based on image processing results 
Due to the the size of the FOV and the control zones that the sprayers can spray at each 
activation, image processing proceeds row by row, starting with the row closest to the spray 
boom, until all the rows are processed. After each control zone row is processed, a 2-byte 
nozzle command is sent to a nozzle controller. 
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2.1.2 Task Model 
In order to reasonably arrange the computation of row images to meet real-time require­
ment, we abstract the task model from this chemical application system. Data acquisition is 
done by a frame grabber, which accepts the video signal of a FOV from the camera and then 
stores the data into the processor responsible for image processing. To model this process 
as a real-time scheduling problem, we treat the image processing and command transfer for 
each row as a computation task (T,), shown in Figure 2.2. The command transfer will take a 
small part of the task's computation time, and image processing will take most of the task's 
computation time. The system has four periodic tasks. The relative deadline (d* for task T,) 
is equal to the time interval from the time that the camera gets the data to the time that the 
sprayer arrives at the row. From Figure 2.1, we can get the task model. In the system, the 
length of each control zone is y, the distance between the camera and the sprayer is D. Let the 
speed of the vehicle be s, the computation time of tasks be c«, and the period of tasks be p t, (i 
= 1, 2, 3, 4), a task Ti can be denoted by (Ci,pi, dt). The period can be calculated by Equation 
2.1. The camera obtains field images for every four control zone rows, so the distance between 
the two spot where the camera takes pictures are the length of the four control zone rows in 
the vehicle travel direction, which is equal to y x 4. The time taken by the vehicle to travel 
this distance is y x 4 divided by the vehicle speed s. Thus, the periods of the four tasks are 
Pi — The relative deadlines of the four tasks can be calculated by Equation 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 
and 2.5. 
y x 4 
Pi = i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (2.1) 
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Figure 2.2 A task in the system 
di = ^ (2.2) 
<%! = ^ (2.3) 
= — (2.4) 
dA = (2.5) 
If the computation time of each of the four tasks is Pi/4, then the tasks are schedulable on 
the uniprocessor by using EDF scheduling algorithm. However, when the computation time of 
each task is equal to pi/A + e, where e is a very small positive value, all the tasks will not be 
schedulable after the application runs for a certain time. 
At the beginning of the application, tasks will not miss their deadlines even £)i=i ^ > 1 
(Figure 2.3). This is because the tasks have different relative deadlines, and some of them are 
greater than the period. The second period starts before the first instance of all four tasks 
finish. The second instance of the first task does not start at the beginning of the second 
period. As time increases, tasks arrive in one period will be delayed longer time until the 
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system reaches a situation where all deadlines will be missed (Figure 2.3b). In Figure 2.3b, 
task T\ misses its deadline, it is aborted at the point of its deadline, then task Tg starts, the 
distance between di and da is which is less than the computation time of task T2. Thus, 
task T2 misses its deadline and is aborted at the point of its deadline. Again, task T3 starts 
immediately and is aborted at the point of its deadline, due to the difference between cfo and 
c?3 which is equal to r-f. Same thing happens to task T4. 
d1 d2 d3 d4 
T1 T2 T3 T4 
" k m  
time (a) 
d1 d2 d3 d4 
T1 T3 T4 
I 
time 
(b) 
Figure 2.3 Graph showing unschedulable tasks (a) Tasks do not miss their 
deadlines (b) Task miss their deadlines 
In our system where only four periodic tasks exist, the miss ratio in one period can reach 
100% very quickly due to the difference between the period and deadlines. Such kind of sharp 
change in the vehicle system will require a sharp change in the periods and deadlines of tasks, 
which further requires a sharp change in the vehicle speed. And this is not desirable. In order 
to use feedback control techniques to adjust the deadlines of tasks when the summation of the 
four tasks' computation times in one period exceeds %, that is, when YXA ^ > 1, further 
prevent a 100% deadline miss ratio, we modify tasks' deadlines using Equations 2.6, 2.7, 2.8 
and 2.9. We compare the deadlines with the periods, and use the smaller value as tasks' new 
deadlines. That is, we assign a tighter deadline to a task when its deadline is larger than its 
period. 
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di = min j ——J—->Pi| (2.6) 
d2 — min (~—-,p2 (2.7) 
da = min j^psj (2.8) 
di = min j (2-9) 
The system parameters are shown in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1 Chemical application physical system parameters [29] 
Control Zone Processing Time c = 0.156 to 0.685 (seconds) 
Speed s = 3.2 to 14 (km/h) 
Distance between Camera and Sprayer D = 3.09 (meters) 
Length of a Control Zone y = 0.61 (meters) 
Periods of Tasks Pi = 0.627 to 2.742 (seconds) 
Task Model Modification 
To show the necessity of task parameter modification, we carried out the following simu­
lation. We fixed the speed of the vehicle at 14 km/h, and randomly changed the computation 
times between 157.0 ms and 157.5 ms, which are slightly larger than We simulated tasks with 
original deadlines and modified deadlines respectively. The miss ratios of these two studies are 
shown in Figure 2.4. From Figure 2.4, we noticed that if we use the original deadlines for tasks, 
the miss ratio will go up to 100% after some time. After modification of the task deadlines, 
the miss ratio stays at 25% from beginning to the end. Thus we can detect the computation 
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exceeding at the beginning, and by using feedback control, we can adjust the speed of the 
vehicle and prevent 100% miss ratio. 
1.2 
Original Deadline — 
Modified Deadline —* 
1 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
0 
200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 
Length (meters) 
Figure 2.4 Miss ratio without feedback adaptation 
2.2 Proposed Solution - Task Scheduling in the Vehicle System 
In this chapter, we use (Ci,pi,di) to denote a periodic task Tj, c,; is the computation time 
of the task, pi is the period of the task, and di is the deadline of the task. Usually, uncertainty 
exists in the image processing computation time. In the scheduling algorithms, we can measure 
and feedback the miss ratio and/or CPU utilization (regulated and measured variables), adjust 
the computation times, periods, or deadlines (control variables) to achieve good performances. 
The goal is to achieve low miss ratio and high CPU utilization. Thus, an architecture shown 
in Figure 2.5 can be used in task scheduling systems. MRS and Us can be used as set points. 
MR or U can be used as measured variables and regulated variables. ct, pi or di can be used 
as control variables. Since we have only four periodic tasks in our system and they have the 
same periods, the miss ratio can be only 0, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%. However, the utilization 
can be any value between 0 and 100%. To capture the system behavior more accurately, we 
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use requested utilization (Ur) as the regulated and measured variable in this system, and use 
the desired utilization (Us) as set point. An estimation factor (etf), used to adjust the speed 
of the vehicle, is used as control variable. The main idea is to calculate the difference between 
the measured value and the set point, and then use integral control law to calculate the new 
control variable. The change of speed will lead to the change of tasks' period and deadlines. 
The integral part exists in the system and can be used to achieve small error in the steady 
state. The goal is to minimize the field completion time while keep the miss ratio close to zero. 
To set up the system, we carried out the following steps: 
• System Identification: In this step, we need to get the input and output relationship of 
the scheduling system. The input to the scheduling system is the speed of the vehicle. 
The output of the scheduling system is CPU utilization. 
• Vehicle modeling: The vehicle itself is a dynamic system, and we need to model the 
vehicle such that it can be used in controller design. 
e Controller design: We get the transfer function of the closed loop and use classical control 
theory to design the controller. 
Actuator 
(Actuating 
P, , Q , or D. ) Scheduler 
U 
Figure 2.5 Feedback control 
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2.2.1 System Identification 
Weed density availability will cause a variable work load for the scheduling system. The 
image processing includes dividing image data into units and counting the number of pixels in 
the unit. Different weed density indicates different weed pixel number in the unit. We call the 
number of pixels in the unit as weed pixel counts (WPC). We plot the speed and utilization 
relationship of the scheduling system for different weed pixel counts, shown in Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6 Ur  as vehicle speed varies 
To obtain the mathematical relationship, we approximate the relation as a linear line 
for each WPC using the least-squares method. Let a and b be two parameters such that 
Ur = a + b • speed, where speed is the vehicle speed. By the least-squares method, we get 
parameters a and b for different WPC, shown in Table 2.2. 
2.2.2 Vehicle Model 
In the development of the vehicle speed control system, it would be easiest if we had a 
linear model of the system. Since we really have no better knowledge, the vehicle was assumed 
:  5  -
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Table 2.2 Parameters of the scheduling system 
WPC a b 
5 0.0 0.0829 
15 0.0 0.1074 
25 0.0 0.1319 
35 0.0 0.1564 
45 0.0 0.1805 
55 0.0 0.2049 
65 0.0 0.2295 
75 0.0 0.2537 
85 0.0014 0.2776 
95 0.0648 0.2924 
to be a first-order model with a time constant of 1 second. The transfer function (Gv(s)) of 
the vehicle in S-domain is shown in Equation 2.10, where Sc(s) is the commanded speed and 
Sa(s) is the actual (resulting) speed in s-domain. 
- W)= yh (2'10) 
Now, converting to a digital model using a zero-order hold (ZOH) and a sampler, we get 
Equation 2.11. 
Gw(z) = (l-z-i)z{!^| (2.11) 
Then we get Equation 2.12, where Ts  is sampling time of the system. 
1 — e~aTs  Gv(z) = z _ e-aTs (2-12) 
For the vehicle, we assumed it had a 1 second time constant (a = 1), which was reasonable 
for agricultural vehicles traveling on typical soils. Transforming Equation 2.12 to the discrete 
time domain, we get a difference equation shown in Equation 2.13, where k is the time instant, 
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Sc(k) is the commanded speed and Sa(k) is the actual speed in discrete time domain. 
%(&) = (1 - e- '^) - Sc(t - 1) + - ga(k - 1) (2.13) 
2.2.3 Controller Design 
Now, we have the block diagram of the closed-loop system, Shown in Figure 2.7. Some 
functions are shown in Equation 2.14 2.15 2.16. In Equation 2.14, the error (difference between 
the output and set point) is calculated, and the change of estimation factor is calculated based 
on K and the error. In Equation 2.15, the new estimation factor is calculated. In Equation 
2.16, the estimation factor is used to calculated the new commanded speed. 
A etf error 
Gv(z) 
Figure 2.7 Closed-loop block diagram 
Aet/ = J%-.([/,-(7r) (2.14) 
etfk  = etfk-i + A etfk  (2.15) 
& = % + ef/-(% - %) (2.16) 
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Sh is the highest speed of the vehicle and the value is 14 km/h. Si is the lowest speed 
of the vehicle and the value is 3.2 km/h. From the speed range, we can get the range of the 
sampling time: Ts — pi= 0.627 seconds to 2.742 seconds (pi = i — 1,2, 3, 4). To respond 
to the weed density variability as quickly as possible, the sampling time should be chosen as 
low as possible. The lowest sampling time can be used here is the period of the four tasks since 
they have the same periods. By using Root Locus method in Matlab, we get the loot loci of 
the system (with Gain — K• (14 — 3.2) -b — K-10.8• b, which we get from Figure 2.7) when the 
sampling time is Ts = 0.627 seconds and Ts = 2.742 seconds separately, shown in Figure 2.8 
and Figure 2.9. These two figures told us the boundary values of Gain between stable systems 
and unstable systems. In Figure 2.8, the boundary Gain is 6.59. In Figure 2.9, the boundary 
Gain is 2.27. In the control design, we need to choose a value K such that Gain will not lead 
to an unstable system. 
System: 
04 
Damping: -0.000377 
Overshoot (%): 100 
Frequency (rad/sec): 5.01 
Figure 2.8 The root loci of the system when Ts  = 0.627 seconds 
To achieve a stable system, the poles of the closed-loop system should lie in the unit circlc 
in Z-domain. From Table 2.2, we notice that the range of b is [0.0829,0.2924], By choosing a 
value of K such that the positions of poles for the corresponding Gain are in the unit circle, we 
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Figure 2.9 The root loci of the system when Ts  — 2.742 seconds 
can achieve a stable system. In the following simulation, we chose K — 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4. The 
step responses of the systems with Ts = 0.627 seconds and Ts = 2.742 seconds for different 
weed conditions are shown in Figure 2.10, Figure 2.11, Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13. 
s 
I 
= 0.2, Gain = 0.216, k = 0.1 
b = 0.2924, Gain = 0.3168 
1 
I 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.10 Step responses when k = 0.1 (a) Ts  = 0.627 seconds (b) Ts  — 
2.742 seconds 
The overshoots and settling times of these step responses are listed in Table 2.3. When 
K=0.1 and 0.2, the settling time is too long. When K = 0.4, the overshoot is too high. Even 
the lowest overshoot is 18%. In this paper, we used K = 0.3, which led to an overshoot range 
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Figure 2.11 Step responses when k = 0.1 (a) Ts  = 0.627 seconds (b) Ts  = 
2.742 seconds 
of 5% to 28%, and settling time range of 5 to 20 seconds. 
Table 2.3 Step responses 
Ts  (seconds) k max overshoot max settling time (seconds) 
0.627 0.1 5% 15 
2.742 0.1 0 70 
0.627 0.2 18% 6 
2.742 0.2 0 35 
0.627 0.3 28% 5 
2.742 0.3 5% 20 
0.627 0.4 38% 5 
2.742 0.4 18% 16 
Since Ts  — 0.627 seconds and Ts  = 2.742 seconds are the minimum and maximum sampling 
times separately that might be used in the system, the overshoot and settling time will stay 
between the minimum and maximum values listed in Table 2.3 when other sampling times are 
used. 
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Figure 2.12 Step responses when k = 0.1 (a) Ts  = 0.627 seconds (b) Ts  
2.742 seconds 
2.3 Simulation Studies 
We carried out the simulation studies by using k=0.3. We sampled the data every time 
when the vehicle passed 2.44 meters, which is the distance the camera can capture. In Section 
2.3.1, we used Matlab to observe the step response of the system based on the closed-loop 
model. Then we plotted the step response of the same system by using computer simulation. 
The two responses are compared to evaluate our simplified model. In Section 2.3.2, we input 
different data into the system and studied the behaviors of the system. In Section 2.3.3, we 
studied the performances of the system by comparing the deadline miss ratios and the total 
times used for Section 2.3.2. 
2.3.1 Model validation 
In this section, we used a single step as input. The input was a step from 0 to 0.9 at 
time zero. We assumed the weed pixel count (WPC) was 5, thus the scheduling system model 
was Ur = 0.0829 • S, where S is the speed of the vehicle (See Table 2.2). We carried out the 
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Figure 2.13 Step responses when k = 0.1 (a) Ts  = 0.627 seconds (b) Ts  = 
2.742 seconds 
simulation in Matlab using the closed-loop model, and plot the step response of Ur, shown in 
Figure 2.14. From the figure, we can find the rise time of the step response. The rise time is 
defined with respect to the transition from one current value to another. The rise time is the 
interval from 10% to 90% of the transition. We see that the rise time is 5 seconds. 
time (seconds) 
Figure 2.14 Step response (Ur with time as X-axis) from Matlab simulation 
To verify the correctness of the theoretic model, we carried out computer simulation. In 
computer simulation, the parameter designed by the theoretical closed-loop model is used as 
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controller parameter. The developed vehicle model is used. The input data (weed pixel count) 
are transferred to computation times of tasks. The earliest deadline first scheduling algorithm 
is used to schedule tasks. The requested utilization is calculated and fed back to controller. 
Task computation times are based on weed pixel counts and a computational model de­
scribed by Equation 2.17: 
where WPCi is the weed pixel count in the control zone associated with task instance T,. ko 
is the constant term and k\ is the gain term of the linear computation model. The values used 
for ko and k\ are 156 msecs and 5.34 msecs/pixel respectively and were obtained by mapping the 
minimum and maximum WPCs to the minimum and maximum speeds of the vehicle. These 
values were 0 pixels, 100 pixels, 3.2 km/h and 14 km/h respectively. The requested utilization 
is calculated as follows: When the system starts, we assume tasks have minimum computation 
times. After the first period, at every time instant, we use the information of the previous 
period to calculate the requested utilization. Then this value is as an estimate of the requested 
utilization for the next period. In particular, if all the four tasks meet their deadline, then we 
use Equation 2.18 to calculate the requested utilization. 
If three tasks meet their deadlines and one task misses its deadline, we estimate C4 as ci+c|+c3 ; 
then use Equation 2.18. If only the first two tasks meet their deadlines, we estimate C3 and 
C4 as fJ1+C2, then use Equation 2.18. If only the first task meets its deadline, we estimate 
that C2 = C3 = C4 = c\. Since weeds distribute in patches, adjacent tasks have similar 
Ci — ko+ k\ • WPCi (2.17) 
4 
(2.18) 
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computation times, thus we estimate that the computation times of missed tasks equal to the 
average value of the finished tasks in the same period. If all tasks miss their deadlines, we let 
d — C2 — C3 — C4 =p\. 
Figure 2.15 shows requested Ur  of the response from computer simulation. We see that 
requested Ur increases to set point (0.9) quickly at the beginning, and then Ur stays at 0.9. 
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Figure 2.15 Step response (Ur  with distance as X-axis) from computer sim­
ulation 
In order to compare with the results from Matlab, we converted the x-axis of the above 
results from distance to time, shown in Figure 2.16. Notice that the rise time of the step 
response is 6 seconds. 
Comparing the result from the computer simulation and the result from Matlab simulation, 
we see that the computer simulation result is similar to the theoretic result. The rise times of 
both step responses are 5 and 6 seconds respectively. Thus the controller designed using the 
control technique based on the closed-loop model can work in the computer simulation. This 
controller will be used in the computer simulations in the remaining of this chapter. 
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Figure 2.16 Step response (Ur with time as X-axis) from computer simu­
lation 
2.3.2 Computer simulation for different data input 
In Section 2.3.2.1, we fed the system with square-wave input data to observe the behaviors 
of the closed-loop system. In Section 2.3.2.2, we feed the system with multi-step input data to 
observe the step behaviors of the closed-loop system. In Section 2.3.2.3, we use data collected 
from Dalenberg Farm as the input of the closed-loop system to observe the behaviors. 
2.3.2.1 Square-wave input data 
In this section, we used a square-wave weed distribution as shown in Figure 2.17(a). The 
average weed pixel counts is 5 for the first 122 meters, 45 for the following 122 meters, and 
this repeats in the simulation. The values were chosen randomly from [0, 10] and [40, 50] 
respectively. The set point was set to 0.9 (Us = 0.9). 
Figure 2.17(b) shows the resulting etf. In the first 122 meters, the value of etf changes to a 
value close to 0.7 in the first few sampling instants and then later the values of etf stays close 
to 0.7; At the sampling points close to the point where the distance is 122 meters, the values of 
etf changes to 0.13 quickly; In the following 122 meters, most of the values of etf stays close 
to 0.13. The above situation repeats in the simulation. The curve of etf shapes like square 
wave. When the weed pixel counts is high (45), etf values stay close to high value (0.13). 
This means the vehicle travels slowly when the weed density is high. Similarly, when the weed 
pixel counts is low (5), etf value stays close to 0.7. The relation between etf and the vehicle 
commanded speed is linear. Thus, the vehicle travels at a high speed when the weed density 
is low. This square-wave shape result shows that the vehicle speed can adapt to the weed 
density changes. The vehicle travel at a low speed when the image processing requires more 
computing time on a high weed-density area, and at a high speed when the image processing 
requires less computing time on a low weed-density area. 
From Equation 2.16 and 2.13, we can get the curve of the speed as shown in Figure 2.17(c). 
The shape of the speed curve is similar to the shape of etf curve. 
Figure 2.17(d) shows the resulting Ur. Most of the time, the values of Ur  stay close to the 
set point 0.9 except for the values close to sampling points. The peak values at the sampling 
points is due to the sharp changes of the vehicle speed. 
The system changes the speed of the vehicle to keep the requested utilization close to the set 
point. When the weed density changes, the estimation factor of speed changes corresponding. 
The change of the estimation factor leads to the change of the commanded speed of the vehicle. 
The actual speed of the vehicle has a little delay with respect to the commanded speed due to 
the delay property of the vehicle. Thus these curves of the estimation factor and the curve of 
the actual speed are similar. The requested utilization stays close to the set point due to the 
feedback control operation. 
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Figure 2.17 The system behaviors with square-wave input data when Us  
= 0.9 (a) Square-wave input (b) etf (c) Speed (d) Ur  
2.3.2.2 Multi-step input data 
In this section, we used a multi-step ramp weed distribution as shown in Figure 2.18(a). In 
the first 122 meters, the average weed pixel count is 5. Then in the following every 122 meters, 
the average weed pixel count increases by 10. For an average value, say WPCa, we randomly 
chose the value from [WPCa-5, WPCa+5], The set point is set to Us = 0.9. 
Figure 2.18(b) shows the resulting etf. The curve of etf shapes like decreasing steps. In 
the first 122 meters, the etf is 0.7. In the following every 122 meters, the weed density increases, 
the etf decreases correspondingly. 
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Figure 2.18 The system behaviors with multi-step input when Us  — 0.9 (a) 
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From Equation 2.16 and 2.13, we can get the curve of speed as shown in Figure 2.18(c). 
The shape of the speed curve is similar to the shape of the etf curve. 
Figure 2.18(d) shows the resulting Ur. The values of Ur  stay close to the set point 0.9 
except for the peak values at the sampling points. The peak values is due to the changes of 
weed density. 
Similarly to Section 2.3.2.2, the system can adapt the speed of the vehicle resulting in the 
requested utilization staying close to the set point. 
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2.3.2.3 Dalenberg Farm Data 
In this section, we use data collected from the Dalenberg farm. The weed distribution is 
shown in Figure 2.19(a). Data was collected by Kelly Thorp over an 11.3 ha (28 acre) section 
of a production soybean field near Mahomet, Illinois [32]. On May 5, 2001, glyphosate-tolerant 
soybeans were planted at a 38.1 cm (15 in) spacing in no-till corn residue. Ground reference 
data were collected on June 17, 2001, using the real-time variable-rate application and crop 
mapping system developed by Tang [33]. 
Figure 2.19(b) shows the resulting etf. From the figure we see that when the weed density 
increases, the vehicle speed decreases. 
Using Equation 2.16 and 2.13, we can get the curve of speed, which is shown in Figure 
2.19(c). The shape is the same as the shape of etf curve. 
Figure 2.19(d) shows the resulting Ur. The values of Ur  stay close to set point 0.9. We 
notice that there are more peak values. This is due to the non-constant changes of weed 
density. 
In Figure 2.17(d), 2.18(d), and 2.19(d), we used Us  — 0.9 as set point to balance the trade­
off between the miss ratio and system utilization. The requested Ur still exceeds 1.0 at some 
points, this is due to the dynamic property of the systems. The fluctuation of the vehicle speed 
leads to the fluctuation of Ur. When Ur exceeds 1.0, the system cannot finish all the tasks, 
thus some tasks miss their deadlines. This indicates that higher set point causes higher miss 
ratio. On the other side, higher set point (less than 1.0) will lead to a high actual system 
utilization. 
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2.3.3 Performance evaluation 
In this section, we ran simulations for the three cases in Section 2.3.2.1, 2.3.2.2 and 2.3.2.3. 
In addition, we set the distance to be 1220 meters and ran the simulation when lowest speed 
(3.2 km/hour), highest speed (14.0 km/hour) and feedback solution were used. Figure 2.20 and 
Figure 2.21 show miss ratio (MR) and time separately for the three cases. From the figure, we 
see that when the vehicle travels at the lowest speed, the miss ratio is almost zero for the three 
cases and all the three cases take the same time (22.88 minutes). When the vehicle travels at 
the highest speed, miss ratios of each case reach a high value, and the time taken in the three 
cases are small (5.23 minutes). When the feedback solution is used, the miss ratio is close to 
zero for the three cases, the time used is between the times used for the highest speed and the 
lowest speed solutions. From the comparison, we see that the feedback solution can keep low 
miss ratios by adapting the speed of the vehicle. The field completion time is minimized while 
the miss ratio is kept close to zero. 
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2.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we proposed a feedback-based scheduling approach in real-time systems 
with autonomous vehicles. The proposed approach can be used for selective herbicide spraying 
application in agricultural production. The goal is to achieve low miss ratio and high CPU 
utilization. We modeled the system as a linear system, designed the controller using the control 
technique, which fed back the system performances and adjust the vehicle's speed. This will 
lead to the adjusting of task parameters. Simulations and analysis show that our approach 
can achieve a low miss ratio and high CPU utilization for the autonomous vehicle system. The 
future work includes building the physical system and apply the feedback-based solution to 
the system. 
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CHAPTER 3. ADAPTIVE SCHEDULING FOR OVERLOAD AND QOS 
MANAGEMENT IN REAL-TIME SYSTEMS 
Most real-time tasks are periodic tasks which may have hard deadlines or soft deadlines. 
Failure of a task to meet its hard deadline can cause catastrophic consequences. In contrast, 
it is not necessary for every instance of a task to meet its soft deadlines. For example, most 
control systems can tolerate a few deadline misses in their control law computation, especially 
if the deadline misses are adequately spaced [34]. The assumption is that the missed instances 
of a task are adequately spaced. The requirement of a task can be more precisely expressed by 
specifying two constants k and m such that the quality of service is acceptable as long as at 
least m instances in any window of k consecutive tasks meet their deadlines. This is referred 
as (m, fc)-firm deadline constraints [35]. 
The notion of (m, fc)-firm deadlines constraints was introduced in [35] [34] [36], wherein the 
(m, k) model was used in overload management, and the schedulability test for RMS based on 
(m, k) model was given. These works do not use feedback control theory to give a flexible way 
to deal with the unpredictable workload. In our work, we apply feedback control on the (m, k) 
model. 
Due to the uncertainty in system load, the m value can be adjusted in certain extent 
to change the load of the system. Thus we propose an adaptive scheduling algorithm for 
overload handling in real-time systems by using feedback control technique and (m, k) model, 
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and adjusting the m value for each periodic task. The goal is to maximize the QoS received 
by each task while keeping the dynamic failure rate below a certain threshold. 
3.1 Background 
Task Model: 
Here, we consider a periodic task Tj as < pi, C{, ki, m-i >, where p7; and c,; are the period and 
computation time of task Ti respectively, m* and ki are the (m, k) requirement parameters of 
task Ti and m, is the minimum requirement of quality. (m,;. ki) means in every consecutive ki 
instances of task Ti, there must be at least m, instances meet their deadlines to achieve an 
acceptable QoS. 
Performance Measures: 
We adopt two performance indices, one is dynamic failure rate (DFR) [35] and the other 
is marginal quality received (MQR) [37]. Dynamic failure rate is defined as the percentage 
of cases that fewer than m out of k consecutive instances of the task meet their deadlines. It 
is a measure of how often the QoS falls below the acceptable level. The MQR for task Ti is 
defined as: 
(si) 
ki - mi 
where TO; is the value actually used in the scheduling and execution, m, — m; is the QoS gained 
by using TO, during the scheduling and execution. To normalize the QoS gain to be a value 
between 0 and 1, we divide the QoS gain by the the maximum possible QoS gain (ki — nu). In 
order to maximize the quality of tasks during overloading, TO* is increased as much as possible. 
MK-RMS Schedulability Check: The base algorithm (We refer to it as MK-RMS in the 
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following discussion) used in this paper is a combination of imprecise computation approach 
[38] [39] [40] and the rate monotonie scheduling policy [4]. Instances of tasks are classified into 
mandatory and optional instances. Specifically, instances of task T, are activated at times api, 
for a = 0,1,2, • • •. An instance activated at time api is classified as mandatory if 
•-UttO <3'2) 
It was proved in [36] that Equation 3.2 classifies m, instances out of every consecutive 
k{ instances of task Ti. In our feedback approach, we drop optional instances and schedule 
mandatory instances by RMS algorithm. In RMS, the priority of a task is inversely related 
to its period; if task Tj has a smaller period than task 7), Ti has higher priority than Tr  
Higher-priority tasks can preempt lower-priority tasks. In [36], the author derived an exact 
analysis method for a set of periodic tasks whose respective (to, fc)-firm guarantee requirement 
can be satisfied by MK-RMS. We use the following theorem as the exact analysis method. 
Theorem 3.1.1 (Based on [36]) Given a set of periodic tasks T\,Tï, • •• ,Tn such that p\ < 
P2<---<Pn- Let 
Rij — { [I ' '• ^ ' ~\Pj <Pi'l € Z+} 
mi 
% = (uUAij) u 
i-l 
Wi(t) = Ci + y ] nj(t) • Cj. 
j=1 
If mintg^ Wi(t)/t < 1 for all 1 < i < N, MK-RMS meets the (m,k)-firm guarantee re­
quirement of each task Ti. 
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In the above theorem, set Rij contains the activation times of T/s mandatory instances 
which are less than pi. rij(t) is the number of mandatory instances of Tj that are activated 
before time t. Wi(t) is the sum of the computation time of the first instance of Ti and the 
computation times of all mandatory instances with higher priority than Ti whose activation 
time is less than t. 
Example: 
For the applications that have (m, k) firm real-time requirements, tasks are admitted by 
using the admission test of MK-RMS. Thus as many as possible tasks can be admitted to the 
system. However, if the system is not overloaded, we can increase the quality of service for 
the application by increasing the value. Figure 3.1 shows a schedule of a task set with two 
tasks: T\ =<8,4,10,2> and Tg — <6,4,5,1 > which passes the schedulability test of MK-RMS 
and fail the completion test of RMS. The least common multiple of k\p\ and k^'Pi is 240. The 
schedule repeats in every 240 time units. Since in this example, the schedule from 120 to 240 
happens to be the same as the schedule between 0 and 120, we only show the schedule from 0 
to 120. We see that the fhi can be increased to increase the QoS. When fh\ is increased to 4 
and in2 to 2, all the tasks meet their deadlines and QoS is improved. And there is one instance 
of task 1 missing its deadline when mj is increased to 6 and ffi2 to 3. 
The example tells us that we can increase the fhi values to increase the QoS when the 
system is underloaded, and decrease fhi to handle overloading. In general, when tasks of one 
application are admitted to the system by using the schedulability check of MK-RMS during 
overloading, the system resource is usually not fully utilized, and admitting tasks with full 
QoS is not possible since the system will be overloaded. However, there is still some system 
capacity which is not allocated to the tasks since tasks may have low m values with respect to 
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Figure 3.1 Example of two tasks with < Pi,Ci > equal to <8, 4> and <6, 
4> respectively. When fh\ = m\ — 2 and m 2 = m2 = 1, all 
the instances can meet their deadlines, when fh\ is increased 
to 4 and ffi2 to 2, all the instances still meet their deadlines, 
and when mi is increased to 6 and m2 to 3, one instance of 
task 1 misses its deadline (a) tasks: <8,4,10,2> and <6,4,5,1> 
(b) tasks: <8,4,10,4> and <6,4,5,2> (c) tasks: <8,4,10,6> and 
<6,4,5,3> 
their k values. The feedback control method is proposed to use this unallocated capacity as 
much as possible. 
3.2 Proposed Scheduling Algorithm 
In this section, we propose a feedback scheduler and a feedback control algorithm to increase 
QoS of tasks as much as possible. A novel K-self adaptive strategy is proposed to set the 
controller parameter, and a novel fairness metric is developed and analyzed. 
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3.2.1 Feedback Scheduler 
The regulated variable and measured variable are the average dynamic failure rate, the set 
point is the desired value of the regulated variable, and the control variable is the estimation 
factor, etf, of fhi values. The estimation factor is a value used to indicate how far the m, 
values should deviate from their corresponding values. Based on the estimation factor, the 
actuator will adjust the values, and the scheduler will schedule tasks based on the new 
fhi values. The closed-loop system is shown in Figure 3.2. Specifically, the system works as 
follows: When tasks are submitted to the system, the admission controller performs admission 
test based on the task parameters Pi,Ci,ki,m,i, the admitted tasks are sent to a task queue, 
the scheduler schedules the tasks in the task queue based on pi, a, ki and fhi, where m,; > m,. 
The average dynamic failure rate is measured and fed back to the controller, the controller 
compares the measured value with the desired value and adjust estimation factor based on the 
error and the control law used in the controller. The actuator uses the estimation factor to 
adjust the fhi, which will be used by the scheduler to schedule admitted tasks. When the tasks 
are admitted to the system, the initial values of fhi are set to be equal to the values of m,. 
•»[Controllei)—> Actuatoi 
[ Admission Controller] [ Scheduler] 
Submitted Tasks Accepted Tasks 
Average Dynamic Failure Rate 
Figure 3.2 Closed-loop system 
Thus, the mechanism admits as many tasks as possible by using the minimum m; value, 
and then it attempts to maximize the QoS by increasing fhi. Specifically, a non-zero set point 
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is used, if the dynamic failure rate deviates from the set point, adjusting will be applied. If the 
average dynamic failure rate is zero, the m, value can be increased to improve the QoS of the 
tasks, if the dynamic failure rate is too high, i.e, higher than the set point, the fhi values must 
be decreased to achieve low dynamic failure rate, the minimum value of fhi is m,. The reason 
to use a non-zero set point is that we can not tell whether the satisfactory fhi is achieved or 
not if a zero set point is used. 
Note that DFR is always zero with respect to the original m, values since tasks are ad­
mitted based on the minimum quality requirement. The DFR measured on-line in the control 
adjusting is calculated by the values of m, used in the task scheduling and execution. Actually, 
the DFR is used to decide the final fhi, and it is not the dynamic failure rate with respect 
to rrii values. The zero DFR with respect to the m; values can guarantee the minimum QoS 
requirement, which is achieved by using MK-RMS admission check. 
One may ask why not use Theorem 3.1.1 iteratively to check the "largest" m* values that 
result in zero (or low) DFR with respect to a given set of values. The reason is that 
in dynamic real-time systems, task parameters are not known a priori, and we admit tasks 
based on the worst case parameters; if we iteratively use Theorem 3.1.1, the system will be 
underutilized even we get the "largest" m, values, since the system does not work at the worst 
case all the time. By measuring the real output (DFR) of the system in the feedback-based 
approach, we can obtain fhi values larger than those obtained by the iterative approach, thus 
we achieve higher utilization and higher MQR. 
3.2.2 Feedback Control Algorithm 
To adjust the fhi value for task Tu at first we measure the change of estimation factor 
(A et ft) by using Equation 3.3, then we get the value of the estimation factor et ft by Equation 
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3.4. This new estimation factor is used to calculate the new m; (denoted by mit in Equation 
3.5) for task Tt. In these three equations, t is time instant, i stands for task Tit s stands for 
set point, and K is the parameter of the controller. 
A et ft = K(DFRS — DFRt-i) (3.3) 
et ft = et ft-1 + A et ft (3.4) 
ma = rrii + etftih - mi) (3.5) 
From Equation 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, we see that if DFR t~i > DFRS, we have Aetf t  < 0 and 
etf is reduced from etft~i to etft by —Aetft, hence fhu will be reduced too. Thus when too 
many dynamic failures occur, that is, DFRt-1 > DFRS, fh will be decreased to reduce the 
load of the system. 
It is known that a short sampling period will result in better performances. In the schedul­
ing systems, the least common multiple (LCM) of Piki of all the tasks in the task set can be 
used as the sampling period. This is because of the following reasons: (1) A sampling period 
shorter than LCM cannot correctly describe the resource allocation of the scheduling system; 
(2) The behavior of the scheduling systems will repeat in every LCM-, (3) A long sampling 
period will not let the system performance converge quickly. 
To illustrate the effect of different K values on DFR, we use task set with two tasks <9, 3, 
11, 1> and <10, 7, 10, 1> as the input to the scheduler. For different K, we get DFR curves 
by using above algorithm. Figure 3.3 shows the change of DFR when different K value is 
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used. We see that when K = 1, DFR becomes stable at a small value at time instant 6. When 
K = 1.5, DFR has a fluctuation before becoming stable at time instant 7. When K = 2.0, 
DFR keeps fluctuating and does not stabilize. When K = 2.5, DFR becomes stable quickly, 
and stays at a small value since time instant 3. When K — 3.0, DFR keeps fluctuating. Thus 
K — 2.5 is the best value in this case. 
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Figure 3.3 DFR for different values of K 
By using K = 2.5, we plot the DFR of this task set and fhi for i = 1, 2, which are shown 
in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. The figures show that the fhi values can be increased to 6 
for task Ti, and 5 for task T2, while DFR is close to the set point, which is set to 0.1. 
Note that, although we fixed the set point at 0.1, the result can only be close to 0.1 for 
stable result. This is due to the discreteness of the scheduling system. Forcing DFR equal 
to set point will lead to fluctuation. The chosen value of set point is 0.1 and feedback is only 
applied when the output (DFR) is equal to 0 or greater than 0.15. Thus the resulting DFR 
will be a value in (0, 0.15]. Besides, when K is large, it is possible that etf will exceed its 
range [0,1], which will lead to an m, value exceeding the corresponding range [m«, ki], thus we 
have to force the value of etf to stay in its range. If etf < 0, let etf = 0, and if etf > 1, let 
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etf = 1. This rule is applied on all the simulation results reported in this paper. 
3.2.3 K Self Adapting 
When a task set arrives at the system, we cannot tell what K is best for it. Adjusting K 
value by the method used in Section 3.2.2 is time consuming, also it is not good for a system 
that accept different task sets, since different task sets need different controller parameters due 
to the nonlinear and stochastic properties of the systems. Thus we come up with a method 
that can adapt K value on-line. The idea is to give a large initial value for K, then halve it 
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when fluctuation occurs. The idea is shown in Figure 3.6, based on the observation on the 
output, the controller parameter is adjusted. This on-line procedure add another loop to the 
system, thus our system has two loops, one is the regular feedback control loop, the other is 
the K on-line design loop. 
Controller 
Control 
signal 
Output changing 
observation 
Reference 
Figure 3.6 K on-line design 
In our method, we set two variables to indicate the value of DFR, pre-direction is used 
to indicate the value of DFR at the previous time interval, post-direction is used to indi­
cate the value of DFR at current time interval. A value equal to zero means DFR is equal 
to zero at the corresponding time interval. A value equal to one means DFR is greater 
than the upper value (0.15] of set point range at the corresponding time interval. Thus 
upre-direction / post.direction" means K value is too large, and the adjusting is exces­
sive, fluctuation might happen in such a situation, thus we can reduce the value of K. In our 
method, when upre-direction ^ post-direction" is detected, K is reduced to y. At the be­
ginning, that is, when a task set is submitted to the system, the DFR is zero and the original 
etf is set to zero. If we assign a K value large enough, we will have a maximum change in etf, 
that is, etf will change from 0 to 1. Increasing K further will not increase etf any more since 
the system saturates at etf = 1. Thus, the initial K value can be chosen to be a value that is 
equal to Dpj^lx0 0, which is equal to 10 when DFRS = 0.1. This value is obviously too large 
and will result in DFR exceeding its set point. The proposed method adjusts it to a suitable 
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value automatically. 
Figure 3.7 shows the comparison of the results. The best curve is achieved when K = 2.5. 
If the original K = 0 is used, the result will fluctuate, while the self-adapting method 
can let DFR converge to the best curve. 
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Figure 3.7 DFR changes in different cases 
Figure 3.8 shows pseudo-code of the algorithm. Note that at the beginning, both pre-direction 
and post-direction are set to zero. 
However, it is still possible that DFR keeps fluctuating when the m, values are increased 
to some values even K is changed to a small value. In such situation, if DFR keeps fluctuating 
after M (M = 10 for example) time instants, the latest fhi values that result in DFR = 0 
is used in subsequent scheduling. One may ask why not use this strategy without K self-
adapting? The reason is: if K is fixed at a large value, then fhi will change from m,; to ki 
directly which will lead to a high DFR, and then the m, go back to m, directly. Thus m, 
fluctuates between rrii and ki, and the latest nit that results in DFR = 0 is m.;. If K is fixed 
at a small value, then it will take a very long time to increase fhi value, thus the efficiency is 
low. However, by using K self-adaptive method, m, will be increased to a value between m, 
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Algorithm Feedback 
1. Set post-direction based on DFR 
2. if (DFR > DFRS 11 DFR == 0) 
3. if (post-direction ^ pre-direction) 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
pre-direction = post-direction; 
A etft = K(DFRS - DFRt-1); 
9. 
8  
etft = etft-1 + Aet/t; 
if (etft < 0.0)etft = 0.0; 
if (et/t > 1.0)etft = 1.0; 
Figure 3.8 Feedback algorithm 
and ki when DFR changes from 0 to a large value. Thus we can gain some MQR. 
In our approach, we give a large value as the initial value of K which will likely lead 
to fluctuation, then we decrease it by halving it. Here, the K adapting is used to prevent 
fluctuation or reduce the fluctuation magnitude of the results. We did not multiply K by 2 
since the initial value is large. If a small initial value is given, it will take a long time to reach 
the finial m». In such case, it will be good to double the K value to accelerate the process of 
getting the values of m%. Also, after tasks are admitted to the system, the feedback method is 
applied and the system works at certain fhi values. Due to the load uncertainty (for example, 
execution time uncertainty will cause load uncertainty), we might need to adjust the values of 
fhi, that is, the current fhi values should be adjusted to new values. However, the system's K 
may be small due to the feedback adjusting at the beginning. In this case, we can double the 
K value to accelerate the process of getting new m-, values. 
3.2.4 Fairness Measure 
By using the proposed algorithm, each task is scheduled with a final value fhi, which is 
shown in Equation 3.6. Each task use the same estimation value etf. 
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mi = rrii + etf(ki — m,) (3.6) 
m,i~mi = etf (hi -  nu) (3.7) 
Changing Equation 3.6 to Equation 3.7, we see that our algorithm calculates the maximum 
amount that can be increased based on mj, and then multiply this amount by a same estimation 
factor etf. Thus the actually increased amount based on rrij for each task is the same proportion 
out of its corresponding allowable maximum increase. Thus the marginal quality received 
of all tasks are the same. Therefore the fairness is achieved. This is where our algorithm 
advances over MK-RMS without dropping optional instances. Since in the latter algorithm, 
except guaranteeing the minimum (m, k) requirements, the remaining task instances will be 
scheduled based on their periods. Thus the tasks with shorter periods will have more optional 
instances being executed and thus have higher QoS gain. 
To show the fairness of algorithms in terms of marginal quality received, we define a fairness 
index (/) in terms of marginal quality received, shown in Equation 3.8, where MQRi is the 
marginal quality received for task 7*, MQRa is the average marginal quality received for tasks, 
n is the number of tasks in the task set and n > 2. 
/ will stay in the range [0, 1] for any cases, this is shown in Theorem 3.2.1. It is to be noted 
that the proposed MQR metric is a good indicator of the proportional increase in quality to 
the tasks, which is different from the famous max-min fairness criteria wherein the resource is 
^ |mq% - m(% 
2 • (n - 1) • MQRa  (3.8) 
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allocated to customers in order of increasing demand and customers with unsatisfied demands 
split the remaining resource [41]. 
Theorem 3.2.1 Given a set of periodic tasks T\,T ï, • • •, Tn, the marginal quality received are 
MQRi, MQR.2, • • •, MQRa respectively. We always have f € [0,1] for all cases. 
Proof We consider three cases. The first case is all the tasks have the same marginal quality 
received. The second case is only one task has nonzero marginal quality received. The third 
case is more than one task has nonzero marginal quality received, and at least two of the tasks 
get a marginal quality received not equal to MQRa. 
Case 1: We have MQRi = MQR2 = ••• = MQR„ = MQRa, by replacing MQRa  with 
MQRi in Equation 3.8, the second item on the right side is equal to zero, thus we achieve the 
highest fairness 1. This is the most fair case. 
Case 2: Without lose of generality, we assume MQRi ^ 0 and MQR4 = 0 for i = 2,3, • • •, n. 
Since MQRa = , we have MQRi = n • MQRa, thus we get 
/ = 1-
1 -
I MQRi -  MQRa  I + EIL2 !» ~ MQRg\ 
2 • (n — 1) • MQRa 
In • MQRa — MQRa\ + (n — 1) • MQRa 
2 • (n — 1) • MQRa 
1 
2 • (n - 1) • MQRg 
2 • (n — 1) • MQRa 
0. 
Thus we get fairness / = 0 in this case. This is the most unfair situation. 
Case 3: Assume that j tasks have their marginal quality received greater than MQRa and 
n — j tasks have their marginal quality received less than or equal to MQRa. The range of j 
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is [1 , n). Without lose of generality, we assume tasks ïi,Î2, • • • ,Tj have MQR greater than 
MQRa and tasks Tj+\, T7+2, - •, Tn have MQR less than or equal to MQRa. When j = 1, 
MQRi ^ (n • MQRa) since more than one task has nonzero MQR. And j ^ n because it 
is impossible for all tasks to have marginal quality received greater than MQRa. Now let us 
prove that in this case the fairness index obtained by the task set is in the range (0, 1). 
From X)"=i MQRi = n • MQRa, we have 
(3.9) 
When j — 1 
i 
^~^MQRi — MQRi < n • MQRa  — (n + j — 1) • MQRa  (3.10) 
i=1 
When j > 1 
3 
T. MQRi < n • MQRa  < (n + j — 1) • MQRa  (3.11) 
From Inequality 3.10 and 3.11, we have 
3 
(3.12) 
2=1 
Multiply both sides of Inequality 3.12 by 2, we get 
3 
2 • ^ MQRi < 2 • (n + j — 1) • MQRa  (3.13) 
i=i 
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Subtract the left side of Equation 3.9 from the left side of Inequality 3.13, and the right side 
of Equation 3.9 from the right side of Inequality 3.13, we have 
j n 
MQAi- MQA; < (n + 2-j- 2)- MQA* (3.14) 
i=1 1 
Add (n — 2 • j) • MQRa  to both side of Inequality 3.14 then 
+ (n- 2-j).MQJ%o < (n 4-2 j -2)MQA. + (n- 2 -;)- MQ#* 
i= 1 i=j+1 
+ (n - ;) - < 2 - (m - 1) -
%=1 i=j+1 
j n 
t(mqai - mqa.) + t (mqa. - mq%) < 2 - (n - 1) - mqa. 
i=1 i=j+1 
Since MQRi > MQRa  for i = 1,2, • • • ,  j and MQRi < MQRa  for i = j + 1, j + 2, • • • ,n, we 
have 
j n 
|MQ% -MQJSol + ]T |MQAi -MQA*| < 2 - (n- l)-MQJ%o 
i=l 
|mq% - mqa.i < 2 - (n - 1) -
i—1 
eili |mq% ^ ^ 
2 (n - 1) - MQAa 
Since at least two tasks in the task set get marginal quality received not equal to MQRa, we 
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have 
0 zili |mq% -
2 - (m - 1) -
Thus 
n , eli imq^ - m%| 
2 - (» - 1) - mqa. 
, , eili|mq%-mqao| 
Thus in the third case, 0 < / < 1. 
Therefore, 0 < / < 1 in all cases. | 
It is reasonable to claim that a task set with each task's marginal quality received closer 
to MQRa has better fairness. In fact, the higher the value of / for a task set, the better 
the fairness. The reason is discussed as follows: The distance between all tasks' marginal 
quality received and the average marginal quality received is \MQRi — MQRa\ for a task 
set with n tasks. To compare this distance with other task set, we need to normalize the 
distance. From Theorem 3.2.1, case 2 is the most unfair case, thus this case achieves a highest 
distance with respect to the corresponding MQRa for that task set. The highest distance 
is equal to 2 • (n — 1) • MQRa- By dividing the task set's distance by the highest distance, 
we normalize the distance. That is, ^ ^ the normalized distance between 
all tasks' marginal quality received and the corresponding MQRa. A task set receiving more 
unfair marginal quality received has larger normalized distance. From Equation 3.8, larger 
normalized distance will lead to lower f. Thus / has higher value for task set with better 
fairness. 
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3.3 Simulation Studies 
In the simulation studies, we define two loads, one is Load, shown in Equation 3.15, and 
the other is mkLoad, shown in Equation 3.16. Load stands for the load without applying 
(m, k) requirement and is the load submitted to the system, mkLoad stands for the load after 
applying (m, k) requirement and is the minimum load waiting to be executed by the system 
with respect to the TO, values, a is worst case execution times of tasks. 
Since the given task parameters (, A%) is the minimum QoS requirement of task Ti, if the 
MK-RMS schedulability test based on (m;, ki) fails, the whole task set will be rejected. If the 
task set passes the RMS schedulability test, we will just schedule the tasks using RMS and 
all the tasks will meet their deadlines, thus feedback method is not needed in this case. If the 
task set fails the MK-RMS schedulability test, the task set is rejected. If the task set fails 
RMS schedulability test and pass MK-RMS schedulability test, feedback method is applied to 
increase the m values as high as possible. Thus, we generate workload in such a way that task 
sets fail the RMS schedulability test and passes MK-RMS test. Tasks that miss deadlines are 
dropped at the deadlines. We carried out the simulation for Load = 1.1. The data used in the 
simulation are as follows: 
• The task number taskNum of a task set is fixed at 3. 
• The period pi for task T, is chosen from the range [8, 16] and the worst case computation 
Load — ^2 (3.15) 
n 
mkLoad = ^  Ciïïli (3.16) 
time WCETi for task is chosen from [1, 8]. Thus we have Load = ^ily2 x 3 = 1.1. 
• The ki value for task Ti is chosen from [9, 13] and TO, value for task Ti is chosen from [1, 
3] for mkLoad = 0.2, from [2, 4] for mkLoad = 0.3, from [3, 5] for mkLoad = 0.4, from 
[4, 6] for mkLoad = 0.5, from [5, 7] for mkLoad — 0.6, from [6, 8] for mkLoad = 0.7. 
Note that these mkLoad values are generated to be the minimum load requirements of 
the task set submitted to the systems. After applying feedback method, a task set may 
be executed at a different mkLoad, but what we measure and plot at the x-axis in the 
following discussion is the minimum mkLoad values of task sets. 
• The set point used in the simulation is 0.1 and the final DFR range is [0, 0.15]. 
Each point in the graphs is a mean of 10 simulation runs. The 95% confidence interval for 
marginal quality received is ±0.01 around the mean MQR, and the 95% confidence interval 
for dynamic failure rate is ±0.03 around the mean DFR. 
3.3.1 Feedback Algorithm VS. Iterative Algorithm 
We measure and compare the marginal quality received and dynamic failure rate for three 
cases: (1) Iterative MK-RMS, use the schedulability check for MK-RMS iteratively to obtain 
the maximum m values that achieve zero dynamic failure rate. Starting from etf = 0, we 
increased etf by 0.1 in each step. (2) Use the feedback method, the actual execution time 
(AET) is chosen from the interval of [Q.5WCET, WCET} for each task. (3) Use the feedback 
method, the actual execution time is equal to the worst case execution time for each task. 
Note that if we use the algorithm MK-RMS with optional instances dropped, we get MQR = 
0 and DFR — 0 with respect to the original m,; values of tasks. Thus QoS is not improved. In 
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this section we compare the two algorithms (Iterative MK-RMS and Feedback approach) that 
will lead to QoS improvement. 
MQR performance: Figure 3.9 shows the marginal quality received for the three cases. 
We see that for each case, MQR decreases as mkLoad increases. This is because when mkLoad 
increases, the m^ is closer to final m,; value (denoted by fhijinai), thus the amount that can be 
used to increase fhi (i.e., fhijinai — mi) is less, thus the marginal quality received decreases. 
Comparing the curves of cases (1) and (2), (2) is better than (1) for all the mkLoads. The 
reason is that (1) obtains the m; values based on the worst case execution times of tasks, while 
(2) adjust m, values based on the actual execution times, which are usually less than the worst 
case execution times, thus (2) achieves a higher utilization and has higher marginal quality 
received for each mkLoad. Comparing the curves of cases (1) and (3), we found (3) has a 
MQR a little bit higher than (1) for each mkLoad, although for case (3) the actual execution 
time is equal to the worst case execution time. This is because that we set a nonzero set point 
(in terms of DFR) in the feedback method to prevent a low CPU utilization, in (1) we only 
allow zero DFR when we calculate m,; values. 
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Figure 3.9 Marginal quality received 
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DFR performance: Figure 3.10 shows the dynamic failure rate for the three cases. For 
case (1), DFRs are zero for all mkLoad values. This is due to the way we obtain m values. 
Case (2) also has zero DFRs, this is because the system is still underloaded although the etf 
reaches 1. Case (3) has non zero DFR for each mkLoad due to the nonzero set point, and all 
the DFR values are in the range (0,0.15), which satisfies our requirements. 
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Figure 3.10 The steady DFR (set point = 0.1) 
3.3.2 Feedback Algorithm VS. MK-RMS Algorithm 
We have defined a fairness index (/) in Section 3.2.4. Actually Equation 3.7 applies to 
both iterative MK-RMS and feedback approach, so theoretically these two algorithms should 
both achieve same marginal quality received for each task since the same etf is used for all 
tasks. And each task marginal quality is equal to the corresponding etf. Thus the these two 
algorithms achieve same fairness. Note that due to the discreteness of task parameters (<%, pi, 
fhi, and ki), the marginal quality received for each task may not be exactly equal to etf. Since 
the iterative approach and feedback approach use the same way to achieve fairness, we only 
measure the fairness of the feedback approach and compare it with the MK-RMS algorithm 
without dropping optional instances. We carry out the simulation studies for Load = 1.1, and 
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the actual execution times of tasks are equal to their worst case execution times respectively. 
In the MK-RMS algorithm, tasks are admitted based on the minimum (m, k) requirement. 
Mandatory instances have higher priority than any optional instances. If there are more than 
one mandatory instances in the system, these mandatory instances are executed based on RMS, 
if there are only optional instances in the system, these optional instances are also executed 
based on RMS. Some optional instances may miss their deadlines. 
MQR performance: Figure 3.11 shows the MQR for the two algorithms at different 
mkLoad. Similar to the feedback approach, MQR of the MK-RMS (with optional instances) 
decreases when mkLoad increases, the reason is that there is less capacity for the marginal 
quality to increase when mkLoad increases. 
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Figure 3.11 Marginal quality received 
Fairness ( / ) :  The  f a i rne s s  o f  t h e  f e e dba c k  app roach  i s  measu red  a t  s t e ady  s t a t e  fo r  a  t ime  
interval I, where I = LCM(k\p\, &2P2, " ' > knpn) in one LCM of all In the MK-RMS 
algorithm, each task does not have a consistent marginal quality received. To measure the 
marginal quality received (MQR4) of task Ti, we can calculate the marginal quality received 
for every ki instance of task T% in a time interval I, and then use the average as MQRi. 
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Figure 3.12 shows the fairness index of the two algorithms at different mkLoad. We see that 
the fairness obtained by the feedback algorithm is higher than that obtained using MK-RMS 
at different mkLoad. 
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Figure 3.12 Fairness Index (/) 
3.4 Some Work Related to (m, k)-firm Deadline Model 
The most related work are [36] [34] [35] [42]. In [35] [42], the notion of (m, fc)-firm deadlines 
constraints was introduced, and the distance-based priority (DBF) assignment technique was 
proposed for scheduling multiple streams of real-time customers. The basic idea is to assign 
higher priorities to customers from streams that are closer to a dynamic failure so as to improve 
their chances of meeting their deadlines. In [36] [34], the (m, k) model was used in overload 
management, the schedulability test for RMS based on (m, k) model was given. However, the 
above three papers have not given a flexible way to deal with the uncertain workload. In 
[43], an enhancement of DBF called matrix-DBP is proposed to take into account account 
the stream timing parameters (period, deadline, service time in server) and its relationship 
with other streams sharing the same server. In [44], instances are assigned higher priorities 
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according to some off-line feasibility tests in order to meet the (m, fc)-hard deadlines and 
reduce the response time of soft deadline tasks. In [45], a technique based on the general 
Chinese Remainder Theorem is proposed to partition task instances into two sets: mandatory 
(scheduled with pre-defined priority) and optional (assigned lowest priority). The authors also 
proposed a sufficient schedulability test. 
3.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we proposed a feedback-based RMS scheduling algorithm based on (m, k)-
firm deadline model for overload handling, the goal is to maximize the QoS received by each 
task while keeping the dynamic failure rate (DFR) below a certain threshold. The proposed 
scheduler achieves this goal by feeding back the current DFRi and adjusting m, based on it, 
where i = 1,2, ...n and n is number of tasks admitted to the system. Due to the uncertainty 
and discreteness of real-time scheduling systems, the controller parameter is adjusted on-line 
automatically based on the performance changes. To evaluate the fairness of each task in terms 
of QoS, a novel fairness metric was developed and analyzed. Our simulation studies show that 
the proposed feedback-based scheduler achieves a significant QoS gain with keeping DFR below 
the threshold compared to its open-loop counterpart. The future work includes applying the 
control methodology to this problem: identifying the system, modeling the closed-loop system 
and designing the controller. 
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CHAPTER 4. A FEEDBACK-BASED ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM FOR 
COMBINED SCHEDULING WITH FAULT-TOLERANCE IN 
REAL-TIME SYSTEMS 
Most real-time systems involve both periodic tasks and aperiodic tasks. Usually, periodic 
tasks are more important than aperiodic tasks. Due to the critical nature of tasks in a real-time 
system, it is essential that every periodic task admitted in the system completes its execution 
even in the presence of faults. Therefore, fault tolerance is an important requirement in such 
systems. 
In [46], the primary/backup technique is used to address the fault tolerance problem. Each 
periodic task is assumed to have a primary copy and a backup copy. If the primary copy fails, 
the backup copy will be scheduled and then executed. 
In order to schedule both periodic and aperiodic tasks in real-time systems, the simplest 
approach is to create a periodic server, with a certain computation time and period, whose 
purpose is to serve one or more aperiodic tasks each time it is invoked. In this chapter, the 
concept of deferrable server algorithm [47] is used. We create two deferrable servers, one for 
serving aperiodic tasks and the other for executing backup copies of failed periodic tasks. 
In scheduling systems, faults cause the performance of the system unpredictable. Control 
theory is one of the successful areas in addressing performance in the presence of uncertainty 
[48]. To the best of our knowledge, the work presented in this chapter is the first work that uses 
feedback control theory to address the problem of combined scheduling with fault tolerance. 
In this chapter, we propose a feedback-based combined scheduling for uniprocessor real-time 
systems. By feeding back the performances of the system, we adjust the utilization capacity for 
backup deferrable server. Specifically, we adjust the period of the backup deferrable server. By 
adjusting the period, not only the utilization capacity is adjusted, but also the priority. Since 
the CPU resource is limited, we cannot adjust the utilization for a server without changing 
the utilization of the other server. If the utilization capacity of the backup server is increased 
(decreased), then the utilization capacity of the aperiodic server must be decreased (increased). 
Our goal is to maximize the schedulability of aperiodic tasks while keeping the recovery rate 
of periodic tasks close to the desired value, that is, 100%. 
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, the background is discussed. 
In Section 4.2, the feedback-based fault-tolerant scheduling algorithm is proposed. In Section 
4.3, we validate the result through simulation. Finally, in Section 4.4, we make some concluding 
remarks. 
4.1 Background 
In this section, we will introduce the system model for our algorithm, feedback control 
technique, and deferrable server concept. 
4.1.1 System Model 
Figure 4.1 shows the system model. In our model, we make following assumptions. 
• The system is uniprocessor real-time system. 
• Tasks arrived at the system are periodic and aperiodic tasks. Each periodic task Tj 
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is denoted by Ti=(ci,pi), where c; and Pi are the computation time and period of Ti 
respectively.  Each aperiodic task Tj is  denoted by Tj={a , j ,Cj ,d j ) ,  where a, j ,  Cj  and dj  
are the arrival time, computation time and deadline of task Tj respectively. 
• We assume a primary-backup scheduling [49] [50] [51] wherein a backup copy of a task is 
executed if its primary fails the acceptance test. 
• We assume transient faults for the periodic tasks and the faults are independent. The 
failure of aperiodic tasks is not considered as they are not very critical. 
• There exists a fault-detection mechanism such as acceptance tests to detect both proces­
sor failures (transient) and software failures. 
• We use the concept of deferrable server to serve aperiodic tasks and backup copies of 
periodic tasks. In the system, we have n periodic tasks: Tî,T2,...,Tn, besides, we create 
an aperiodic deferrable server (Tas = (cas,pas)) to serve aperiodic tasks and another 
backup deferrable server (Tbs  = (cbs/Pbs)) to serve backup copies for periodic tasks. cas  
and pas are the computation time budget and period of the aperiodic deferrable server 
respectively. C{,s and pi,s are the computation time budget and period of the backup 
deferrable server respectively. When a failure is detected in a periodic task's primary 
copy, the backup copy of this task is put into the backup task queue and will be served 
by the backup deferrable server. 
• The scheduling algorithm used is rate monotonie scheduling (RMS) [4] algorithm. The 
RMS algorithm schedules periodic tasks and the server instances. 
• Feedback control technique is used to adjust the utilization allocated to the aperiodic 
server and the backup server. The adjustment is based on the fault rate and recovery 
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rate of the periodic tasks. 
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Figure 4.1 System model 
We define recovery rate {RR) of periodic tasks as the ratio of the number of recovered tasks 
(backup copies that meet their deadlines) to the number of failed primary copies. The desired 
values for miss ratio of the periodic tasks is zero and the desired value for recovery rate is 
100%. 
4.1.2 Deferrable Server Algorithm [47] 
In the deferrable server algorithm, a periodic task known as a deferrable server is created 
to serve aperiodic tasks. When the server is invoked but no aperiodic tasks are outstanding, 
the server does not execute but defers its assigned time slot. When an aperiodic task arrives, 
the server is invoked to execute aperiodic tasks and maintains its priority. The computation 
time budget for the server is replenished at the beginning of each period of the server. 
For periodic tasks and deferrable server, we use the following schedulability checks. Assume 
that the tasks are ordered in non-increasing order of priority, that is, we have T\, T2, ..., Tm, 
Ts, Tn, where Ts is the server. For schedulability check of each periodic task 2) that 
have higher priorities than the server, Equation 4.1 is used. For the server, Equation 4.2 is 
used, where cs and p3 are computation time budget and period of the server respectively. For 
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each task Tj that have lower priorities than the server, Equation 4.3 is used. 
i=lPl 
(4.1) 
m 
.- __i Pi * s 5^ ^ 
(4.2) 
t ^  +  ^  +  ^ < ( j  +  i ) ( 2 ^ / u + d  - 1 )  
pa pj (4.3) 
4.2 Proposed Combined Scheduling Using Feedback 
The goal of the proposed algorithm is to maximize the schedulability of aperiodic tasks while 
keeping the recovery rate of primary copies of periodic tasks close to the desired value, that 
is, 100%. Since aperiodic tasks are less important than periodic tasks, we give the aperiodic 
deferrable server a period that is larger than all periodic tasks, that is, the aperiodic deferrable 
server has lower priority than all periodic tasks. According to Section 4.1.1, the CPU utilization 
allocated to the backup deferrable server is u&s = the utilization that the periodic tasks 
need is up  — 2?=i fS and the utilization allocated to aperiodic tasks is uas  = 
The problem is how to allocate CPU utilization to the periodic tasks, aperiodic deferrable 
server and backup deferrable server. Since there is no way to know exactly how many tasks 
and which tasks will fail until the failures happen, we need to estimate Ubs to allocate resource. 
When an application starts, we guarantee enough capacity to the periodic tasks, allocate a 
very small capacity to the backup deferrable server, the remaining capacity is allocated to 
the aperiodic deferrable server. When faults occur, we increase W(,s. ut)S can be increased by 
increasing or decreasing p#,s. Since decreasing pbs can not only increase utJS but also increase 
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the priority of the backup deferrable server, we adjust the period of the backup deferrable 
server to change u^. The failure information can be obtained by measuring the recovery rate 
of failed periodic tasks in a past interval. The remaining utilization is assigned to the aperiodic 
deferrable server with lowest priority. When changes due to the measured recovery rate, 
we change the capacity of the aperiodic deferrable server to achieve suitable CPU utilization. 
The priority of the aperiodic deferrable server is fixed to be the lowest priority, thus the period 
pas is fixed and the computation time budget cas will be adjusted. 
4.2.1 Admission Test 
During the adjusting of the utilization of servers, two situations may happen: One is that at 
the beginning, the period of the backup deferrable server is larger than the aperiodic deferrable 
server; The other is later the period of the backup deferrable server may become smaller than 
the aperiodic deferrable server. The admission test should distinguish these two situations: 
when pbs > Pas, Equation 4.4 is used, otherwise, Equation 4.5 is used. 
n 
+ + 2)(2i/("+2) - 1) (4.4) 
^ Pi Poa Pba Pba 
+ + + + 2)(2i/("+2) - 1) (4.5) 
^ Pi Pk, Pw, Pc, 
All the utilization adjustments must satisfy Equation 4.4 or Equation 4.5. That is, every 
time we change the period of the backup deferrable server, we need to use Equation 4.4 or 
Equation 4.5 to decide the value of cas. 
4.2.2 Feedback Control Mechanism 
The system architecture is shown in Figure 4.2. The measured variable is recovery rate of 
failed periodic tasks. The set point is desired value of the recovery rate. The control variables 
are the utilization of backup sever. The regulated variable is the recovery rate. However, we 
notice that if we assign the set point a desired value 100%, the period of the backup deferrable 
server will not change when the fault rate decreases. To avoid such undesired situation, we also 
measure the failure rate of the periodic tasks and feedback this information to the controller 
to adjust the period of the backup deferrable server. The controller algorithm is shown in 
Equation 4.6. In Equation 4.6, when the recovery rate is lower than the set point (RRS  = 
100%), —kr(RRs — RRk-i) contributes a negative part to the period and the period of the 
backup deferrable server will decrease. This means the utilization allocated to the backup 
deferrable server increases. Therefore backup copies will get more chances to be executed, and 
the recovery rate will increase. In Equation 4.6, we also compare the measured failure rate 
with the average failure rate (FRa) in the past nf intervals. If the failure rate is less than 
FRa, kf(FRa — FRk-i) will contribute a positive part to the period. This will increase the 
period, and the utilization allocated to the backup deferrable server will decrease. 
After getting cas  can be calculated, when > pask, we use Equation 4.7, otherwise, 
we use Equation 4.8. The subscript k is time instant. 
Pbsk — Pbs(k—l) kr(RRs  -rrfc—i) + kf(FRa  FRk—i) (4.6) 
Urms Up U>bsk 
cask — x 1~ 
Pas  Pbsk  
(4.7) 
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Cask — ( Urms Up Ubsk ) * Pas 
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(4.8) 
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Figure 4.2 System architecture 
Note that when we use controller to adjust the parameters of the two servers, negative 
values of p\)Sk and cask should not appear. There may be two reasons of getting negative values: 
One is that the parameter of the controller is too large which results in the task parameters 
going to negative values; The other reason is that the fault rate is very high, and the system 
resource do not have enough capacity to execute all the tasks. We assume low fault rate, so 
the latter case will not appear. To deal with the formal case, we need to choose the controller 
parameters carefully such that the task parameters will not go out of their reasonable ranges. 
When faults occur, the period of backup deferrable server decreases. According to Equation 
4.5, if the period decrease to a value that cas has to be zero such that Equation 4.5 can still 
be satisfied, pt,s can not be decreased any more. From Equation 4.5, we get Equation 4.9. 
cbs , cas TT cbs 1 — Urms — Up 
Pbs Pas Pas 
(4.9) 
We require that cas > 0, then we have Equation 4.10. 
Pbs ^ 
Cbs (4.10) 
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In order to let pfJS  satisfy Equation 4.10, we must be careful with selecting kr  and kj. If 
these two values are too large, it will cause large fluctuation and unreasonable task parameters 
before the system become stable. Thus we need to confine the value of kr and kf such that pbs 
will be greater than pbst = r, ^—=sr- The maximum change in pbs  is Pbsmax — Pbso ~ Pbst, 
Ur ms -Up- -^  
where pbso is the original period assigned to the backup deferrable server. Thus we have 
Equation 4.11. 
—&J-ARR + kfAFR < Pbsmax (4.11) 
ARR and AFR are the change in RR and FR respectively in the corresponding situation. 
Assume A RR = —1 and A FR = 1, we have a conservative restriction on kr and kf as shown 
in Equation 4.12, where kr > 0 and kf > 0. 
kr  kf ^ Pbsmax (4*12) 
When we choose the parameters for the controller, Equation 4.12 must be satisfied. 
4.3 Simulation Studies 
The simulation studies were conducted in two parts. The first part shows the effect of 
feedback adjustment by injecting fault at the beginning. The second part shows the steady 
state performance for different fault rate. 
The periodic tasks used for the simulation are generated as follows: 
• The computation time (c*) of primary copy for task T.; is uniformly chosen between 10 
and 20. 
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• The period of task T, is uniformly chosen between (6 * <%) and (8 * c,). 
• The backup copies are assumed to have identical characteristics of their primary copies. 
The aperiodic tasks used for the simulation are generated as follows: 
• The computation time (c,) of task T, is uniformly chosen between 10 and 20. 
• The deadline of a task Tj is uniformly chosen between (r, + 30 * cj and (n + 40 * c,;). 
• The inter-arrival time of tasks is exponentially distributed with mean 6 = 50. 
4.3.1 Part 1: Fault Injection At Time 0 
In the first part of the simulation, we generate three periodic tasks and inject fault for each 
task at time instant 0. Fault rate for task Ti, Tg and Tg are 0.01, 0.02 and 0.01 respectively. 
Figure 4.3 shows that the period for the backup server decreases due to the fault injection. 
Then the period curve becomes flat after the fluctuation at the beginning. 
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Figure 4.3 Periods of backup deferrable server (fault injected at time 0) 
Figure 4.4 shows the utilization allocated for the aperiodic deferrable server. At the be­
ginning, the utilization is lower, this is due to the preassigned budget. Then the utilization 
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goes up since the utilization of the backup server has not gone up very much. Then, when 
the utilization of the backup server increases more, the utilization of the aperiodic deferrable 
server decreases. 
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Figure 4.4 Utilization of aperiodic deferrable server (fault injected at time 
0) 
Figure 4.5 shows the utilization allocated for the backup deferrable server. The curve 
increases at the beginning and then becomes stable due to the injection of fault at time instant 
0. 
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Figure 4.5 Utilization of backup deferrable server (fault injected at time 
0) 
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Figure 4.6 shows the recovery rate of the failed periodic tasks. It reaches 100% soon. This 
means failed periodic tasks can be recovered after the curve reaches 100%. 
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Figure 4.6 Recovery rate of failed periodic tasks (fault injected at time 0) 
4.3.2 Part 2: Steady State Performances 
In the second part of the simulation, we measure the system performances for different 
average fault rate of tasks. In the steady state, the recovery rate is 100%. We plot the 
utilization of the aperiodic server instead of the schedulability of aperiodic. 
Figure 4.7 shows the final values of periods of the backup deferrable server for different 
fault rate injection. We see that the period of the backup server decreases when the fault rate 
increases. 
Figure 4.8 shows the final values of the utilization allocated to the aperiodic deferrable 
server. The utilization decreases when the fault rate increase, since the aperiodic deferrable 
server needs to give some utilization to the backup server so that the recovery rate of the 
backup copies will reach 100%. 
Figure 4.9 shows the final values of the utilization allocated to the backup deferrable server. 
The utilization increases when the fault rate increase since more utilization needs to be alio-
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Figure 4.8 Utilization of aperiodic deferrable server 
cated to the backup server when the fault rate increases. 
4.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we proposed a feedback-based fault-tolerant scheduling algorithm for real­
time uniprocessor systems. The applications have both periodic tasks and aperiodic tasks. 
Each periodic task can have a primary copy and a backup copy. The rate monotonie scheduling 
algorithm and deferrable server algorithm are used to schedule tasks. Two deferrable servers are 
created, one for aperiodic tasks and one for the backup copies of periodic tasks. The recovery 
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Figure 4.9 Utilization of backup deferrable server 
rate and failure rate of periodic tasks are fed back to the controller, and the utilization capacity 
of the backup deferrable server is adjusted by feedback control theory. Suitable utilization 
capacity is allocated to backup deferrable server and the remaining utilization capacity is 
used for the aperiodic deferrable server. The simulation studies show that the algorithm can 
guarantee 100% recovery rate and zero miss ratio for periodic tasks. The future work includes 
applying the control methodology to this scheduling problem: identifying the system, modeling 
the closed-loop system, and designing the controller. 
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CHAPTER 5. FEEDBACK-BASED TASK SCHEDULING IN 
DISTRIBUTED REAL-TIME SYSTEMS 
Scheduling in distributed systems involves two main components: (1) local scheduling which 
schedules tasks on a given node; (2) global scheduling which migrates tasks to a lightly loaded 
node if the current node is overloaded [2]. 
We define CPU utilization factor (UF) as (1 — Ur), where Ur is the requested CPU utiliza­
tion. Ideally, UF should be close to 0. In the feedback control context, in order to achieve low 
MR and high U, we monitor MR and UF and feed them back to the controller, and regulate 
the two performances to desired values by adjusting appropriate parameters like estimate exe­
cution time (EET). The reason that we do not choose RR as the regulated variable is because 
it depends not only on the estimation of execution times, but also on the number of tasks. 
Our objective is to develop a feedback-based scheduling algorithm for distributed real-time 
systems (DRTS), with the goal of achieving low MR and high U. We propose a double-
loop feedback control-based scheduling algorithm of which the local controller (inner loop) is 
associated with the local scheduler and the global controller (outer loop) is associated with the 
global scheduler. The local controller will be used to estimate the execution time of tasks and 
the global controller will be used to adjust the set points (desired values of the output) of the 
local system as a means to facilitate load balancing. 
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5.1 Proposed Double-loop Feedback Scheduling Architecture 
In DRTS, each node is responsible for local scheduling and global scheduling. The double-
loop scheduling architecture is shown in Figure 5.1. 
We employ two controllers: global controller (or distributed controller) and local controller 
[26]. Each node in the distributed system has these two controllers. The global controller gets 
information from its neighbors and itself, and then gives outputs according to the control law 
it uses. The outputs of the global controller are used as set points for the local controller. 
In other words, the local controller and the local system are treated as the controlled system, 
controlled by the global controller. The global controller cooperates with the local controller 
to adjust the performances of the local node in terms of deciding the number of tasks to be 
rejected by the local system. The rejected tasks that have not missed their deadlines may be 
migrated to other nodes. That is, in some sense, the global controller is responsible to achieve 
load balance in the distributed system. 
In [26], the authors present a two-level feedback control scheduling architecture, in which 
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each node has a distributed feedback system (DFC) and a local feedback system (LFC). Both 
DFC and LFC have a utilization controller and a miss ratio (similar to RR) controller. The 
paper assumes that the tasks have different versions (service levels). LFC also has a service 
level ratio controller (SLR). This approach feeds back CPU utilization to both local and global 
utilization controllers, MR to global MR controller, InNodeMR (similar to MR) to local 
miss ratio controller, and service level to SLR controller. The set point of the SLR controller 
is given by the output of DFC. The parameter adjusted is service level. In this approach, the 
MR controller and utilization controller work at different situations, the set points should be 
non-zero to keep them work correctly. The DFC only give set point to SLR controller, the 
other two local controllers have to be given set points without the information from the whole 
systems. In our work, the controller can combine the two performances at the same time. 
The distributed controller gives the set points for the local controller based on the average 
information of the whole distributed system in the case of overloading. By averaging the 
performances of the whole distributed system, load balancing is achieved in some sense. 
5.2 Feedback Control Algorithm 
System Variables: In real-time scheduling, we choose MR and UF as regulated variables 
and measured variables, since these are the metrics indicating how well the system is behaving 
and resources are being used. The set points are desired values for MR and UF. We ignore 
the disturbance in our discussion. The control variable is the estimation factor for the task 
execution time, since the change of task execution time may lead to poor performance if the 
estimated execution time remains unchanged. 
Control Law: The control law used in the controllers is PID [48]. PID stands for Propor­
tional, Integral and Derivative. Controllers are used to adjust EET to hold UF and MR at 
the set point. The set point is desired value of the system output. Error (the controller input) 
is defined as the difference between set point and measurement. The output of a controller 
changes in response to a change in measurement or set point, since the error changes when 
measurement or set point changes. 
Controller Algorithms: We consider PI controller for the local controller and PI controller 
for the global controller. 
Local System: Assume the task set is {Ti, T%, ..., Tj...}. EETi, AvCETi, and BCETi are 
the estimated execution time, the average case execution time (AvCET) and the best case 
execution time (BCET) of task Ti respectively. The set points for the local controller are 
MRLs and UF^s- UF and MR of the node are fed back to the controller periodically for 
every time interval T. So UF and MR are collected at regular intervals: 0, T,..., kT.... In 
our algorithm, we use an estimation factor (etf ) to estimate the execution time of tasks, the 
estimation factor adjust the estimated execution time by increasing or decreasing the execution 
time from the average case execution time. At instance k, this adjustment is shown in Equation 
5.1. 
(eett)& = avcett + ef/tm^cett - bceti) (5.1) 
etfk is the estimation factor at time instance k. When the system starts to work, we set the 
etfo value to be 0, that is, we use the average case execution time to perform the admission test 
and schedule tasks. Then we get the feedback performances (MRk and UFk, which are MR 
and UF ai time instance k respectively); according to these information, we get the amount of 
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change for the estimation factor (Ae t f k )  and then change the estimation factor. This is shown 
in Equation 5.2 and 5.3. 
A etfk =  K m(MRis — MRk-1) - K u( U F l s  —  U F k - i )  (5.2) 
etfk = etfk-i - A etfk (5.3) 
In Equation 5.2, let K m  and K u  be positive values. If M R k-i is greater than M R l s ,  
this means the estimation for the execution time is too small, hence MR is high. We have 
to increase etfk in order to make MR small. Km(MRi,s — MRk-1) contributes a negative 
part to A etfk- According to Equation 5.3, this will contribute a positive part to etfk• Thus, 
t h e  f e e d b a c k  i n f o r m a t i o n  o f  M R k - \  w i l l  l e a d  t o  t h e  i n c r e a s e  o f  e t f k ,  s o  a s  t o  d e c r e a s e  M R .  
Similarly, if UFk-i is greater than UFls, this means the estimation for the execution time is 
too large, CPU will allocate too much time for each task and Ur is low. We have to decrease 
etfk in order to make UF close to zero. —Ku(UFls — UFk~\) contributes a positive part to 
A etfk- According to Equation 5.3, this will contribute a negative part to etfk- Thus, the 
feedback information of UF&-1 will lead to the decrease of etfk, so as to decrease RR. For the 
case that MRk-i is less than MRls or UFk-1 is less than UFls, the analysis is the same. 
Global System: Compared with the local controller, the global controller acts slowly. It 
gets information from its neighbors and computes the set points for the local controller. At 
every time instance, the global controller gets MR and UF from its neighbors and itself, it 
uses the averages of MRs and UFs as the global set points. Assume these two averages are 
MRa and UFa, then the outputs of the global controller are given by Equation 5.4. 
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M RLS considers the influence not only from M RA but also from U FA, SO does U FLS• So 
we will let K\\, Ku, K2\ and K22 be positive values. These values are coefficients, which can 
be determined experimentally. According to Equation 5.4, we have MRlsh — MRis(k-i) + 
K\\{MRA(k-i) — MRk-1) - Kn(UFA(k-i) — UFk-1). Consider if the current node's MR is 
less than M RA of the whole distributed system, then the current node needs to increase M R  
set point. The increased part is: K\i(MRA(k-\) ~ MRk-1). At the same time, in order to 
increase MR of the system, the current node can decrease Ur. so that MR can be increased 
further.  The increased part  is:—K 1 2 ( U F A ( k - i )  — U F k -1).  Since we only need to decrease U F  
when UF is greater than the average UF of the whole distributed system. So, this part is 
greater than zero in such situation. Other analysis is similar. 
5.3 Stability Analysis 
The stability analysis of the control system is also done in [26], however, their analysis did 
not combine the two loops together, their analysis is based on each controller for a single loop. 
Our analysis combine the two loops together: at first, we analyze the stability of the local 
system, then we analyze the stability of the double-loop system. 
For discrete system, the sufficient and necessary condition for stability is that all the eigen 
values of the characteristic equation lie within the unit circle in Z plane (assuming no zeros 
and poles cancellation). Figure 5.2 is the block diagram for the local system. 
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The characteristic equation of the local control system is given in Equation 5.5. Gl ( z )  and 
Gk(z) are the transfer functions of the local system and controller respectively. 
j + g6(z)g*(z)=0 (5.5) 
Assume that m g f  and u g f  are the gains that map the estimated factor to M R  and U F  
respectively. Then the transfer function of the local system is given in Equation 5.6. 
Gl( z )  =  
- m g f  
ugf 
We can get the characteristic equation as shown in Equation 5.7. 
(5.6) 
1 + jêi Kmmgf jèjKumgf 
jz^Kmugf 1 + jzî Kuugf 
= 0 (5.7) 
The eigen values are zlj2 = 0, z3 — 1+K^mg/, x+KuUgf Since Kmmgf > 0, Kuugf > 
0, all the eigen values lie within the unit circle. So, our local control scheduling system is 
stable. 
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In the double-loop control system, the inner loop will respond to changes much more 
quickly than the outer loop. So, when we consider the global controller, we can treat the local 
system as a model that has transfer function I (identity matrix). Then using PI controller, the 
analysis for the global controller will be the same as the local one. The block diagram for the 
double-loop system is shown in Figure 5.3. 
z-1 
z-1 
Figure 5.3 Block Diagram for the Global System 
Similarly, we can get the characteristic equation as shown in Equation 5.8. 
1 + 5=1-^11 —131-^12 
-jéi-fgi 1 + T=Ïk22 
= 0 (5.8) 
The eigen values are z\^, = 0, z3 = 1+y , 24 = i+x22 • Since K\\ > 0, K22 > 0, all the 
eigen values lie within the unit circle. So, our double-loop control system is stable. 
5.4 Load Balancing 
In DRTS, task scheduling involves local task scheduling and global task scheduling. For lo­
cal task scheduling, since the adjustment of execution time of tasks are performed by controller 
and actuator, the scheduler can schedule tasks by using any real-time scheduling algorithms 
such as RMS [4], EDF [4], Spring Scheduling algorithm [52], etc. The global scheduler needs 
to migrate tasks from overloaded nodes to underloaded nodes. A good load index should be 
defined to precisely characterize the system state. 
Load Index: We consider U, RR and MR to form the load index, which will be used to 
guide task migration in the distributed system. U can tell us if the CPU of the node is used 
effectively. However, we also need to consider the incoming load, that is, the tasks submitted 
to the node, since these tasks will take the CPU time if they are admitted at the node. Thus, 
we consider two factors to form the load information. Besides, for nodes that have the same 
U and RR, if the computation times of tasks change, increase for example, then the load of 
the system will increase too. Since the increase of tasks' computation times will lead to the 
increase of not only U but also MR, we also need to consider MR. Thus large U, RR, or MR 
indicates high load of the node, and we can use the following linear combination of the three 
factors to get the load information L (load index) for each node: 
L = a • U + /? • RR + 7 • MR (5.9) 
where a, (3 and 7 are coefficients in the interval [0,1] and a + /? + 7 = 1. For example, if we set 
a = |, /3 = |, and 7 = g, this means we consider | influence from each of U, RR, and MR. 
The choice of a, (3 and 7 is application dependent. 
Our scheme achieve better scalability than [23] [24] [25] since each node gets information 
only from neighbors and migrates tasks to neighbors if overloaded. 
Load Balancing: Each node maintains the load information of nodes in its neighborhood in 
load information table. When the load L is greater than a certain threshold value Lthreshold  
(overloaded), the node can migrate tasks to its neighbors based on the load information table. 
The load information is exchanged periodically. If some nodes have a large number of neighbors, 
we can only maintain min(d, h) neighbors' load information, d is the number of neighbors, 
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and h denotes the computing capability of a node with respect to the least compute-capable 
node whose h value is 1. Each node can have the same or different h value. For example, node 
i has h = 2, and node j has h — 4, this means the computing capability of node i is twice of 
that of node i. If d is greater than h, the node can choose h neighbors arbitrarily to maintain 
the load information. 
Now, the remaining problem is how to allocate tasks to the neighbors according to the 
load information table. Our main idea is to allocate tasks to the node's neighbors who are 
underloaded. Assume that S is the set of the current node's neighbors and whose load index 
are less than Lthreshoid, and ie S, we have Equation 5.10: 
jv; = w x ^ (g ig) 
I'-M % '-'threshold. X-ij^S 3 
where N is the total number of tasks to be migrated from an overloaded node of which Ni is 
the number of tasks migrated to node Vi, and |S| is the number of nodes in S. 
5.5 Simulation Studies 
Since the local and global controllers work in different time scale, we study the performances 
of the local and global system separately. The simulation model is as follows: 
• EDF algorithm is used for local scheduling. 
• A task set with average Ur > 1 is generated at the beginning of every time interval T. 
Each task has a WCET, BCET, period, arrival time, and AvCET with AvCET = 
BCET+WCET 
2 
• The feedback is obtained for every T time units and is taken to be 200 in the simulation. 
• To study the ability that the controller adapts the parameters, we use step load request 
in task execution time. We define a load indicator, Lin<i, to indicate the load in terms 
of execution time of tasks. Lind is equal to 1 when AvCET is used. Linti < 1 indicates 
underload, and Ljntj > 1 indicates overload. 
• We use UF and MR as set points. But due to the discrete property and the length of 
task execution times, the performances may not be exactly equal to the set points. So, 
we only require the performances to be close to the set points. We use MRls = 0 and 
MRls = 0 as set points values. The measured performances are UF and MR. 
Simulation Studies — Local System 
We study the performances of local system in two cases, one is when the task execution time 
increases and the other is when the execution time decreases. In our studies, we compare the 
performances of three approaches: (1) our feedback approach, (2) open-loop approach based 
on average computation time, and (3) open-loop approach based on worst-case computation 
time. 
Task Execution Time Increases: In this case, at time instance 200 we give a step load 
request, actual execution time (AET) of all tasks are increased by some value, that is, we let 
Lind—1-5, then we observe the change of MR and UF of the system. Figure 5.4(a) shows 
the change of MR and Ur factor when the load indicator changes from 1 to 1.5 at time 200 
for the three approaches. In the feedback approach, at time 400, the controller detects that 
UF — —0.32 and MR — 0.48. The controller calculates the error (difference between the set 
points and the feedback values) and begins to adjust the estimation factor to achieve good 
UF and MR values. From the figure, we see that at time 800, UF becomes stable, and the 
final value is 0.039. This means U is equal to 1 — 0.04 = 0.96. MR becomes stable at time 
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600 and the final value is 0.0. This means no tasks miss deadline. Thus, we get a high U. In 
the open-loop approach based on the average computation time, UF stays at —0.32 and MR 
stays at 0.48 after the step load is applied. This means U is high (close to 1) since negative 
UF means the system is overloaded, but 48% tasks miss their deadlines. In the open-loop 
approach based on WCET, UF increases from 0.2 to 0.24 and stays at this value. MR stays 
at 0. This means U is 76%. Comparing the three approaches, we see that when the load 
increases, the feedback approach can achieve high U and low MR. The open-loop approach 
based on average computation time can achieve high U, but M Ris also high. The open-loop 
approach based on WCET can achieve low MR, but U is low. 
Task Execution Time Decreases: In this case, we change Lind from 1 to 0.7. Then we 
observe the change of MR and UF of the system. Figure 5.4(b) shows the change of MR 
and UF when the load indicator changes from 1 to 0.7 at time 200 for the three approaches. 
Comparing these three approaches, we see that when the load decreases, the feedback approach 
offers high U and low MR. The other two approaches offer low MR, but U is lower than that 
of feedback approach. 
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Figure 5.4 UF and MR of Local System (a) Lind changes from 1 to 1.5 (b) 
Lind changes from 1 to 0.7 
So the PI controller can adjust the etf of tasks according to the load change (computation 
time change) and maintain U and MR near the desired values. 
Simulation Studies — Global System 
Since the local system acts very quickly compared with the global controller. We can treat 
the transfer function of the local system as an Identity matrix, that is, the outputs of the local 
system are approximately equal to the set points from the global system. 
Our simulation shows that the global controller can adjust MR and U F for the local system 
and achieves load balancing for the distributed system. 
Task Execution Time Increases: Figure 5.5(a) shows the changes of UF and MR when 
AET of tasks of the local system increases at time 2000. This increase causes Ur to be higher 
than the new average Ur, that is, UF is less than the new average UF. The increase also 
causes MR to be higher than the new average MR. The global controller pulls MR and UF 
to new average values due to the feedback control. 
Task Execution Time Decreases: Figure 5.5(b) shows the changes of UF and MR when 
AET of the local system decreases at time 2000. This decrease causes Ur to be lower than 
the new average Ur of the distributed system. This means UF is increased to be larger than 
the new average UF of the distributed system. The global controller pulls UF to new average 
value due to the feedback control. 
Therefore, the global controllers can adjust the set points of the local systems and let the 
systems become stable quickly by working with local controllers. 
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5.6 Conclusions 
20 
In this chapter, a double-loop feedback scheduling approach is proposed for distributed real­
time systems. We aim at keeping the deadline miss ratio near the set point and maximizing 
the CPU utilization (i.e., minimizing the task rejection ratio). By using feedback control 
theory, the inner loop feedback control system adjusts the estimated execution time of tasks 
to achieve desired CPU utilization and miss ratio for the local system, and the outer loop 
control system adjusts the set points for each local system. Then we analyzed the stability 
of the double-loop feedback-based scheduling system in Z domain. Besides, we proposed a 
novel global scheduling method to achieve load balancing by proposing a load index, which 
considers the deadline miss ratio, task rejection ratio, and CPU utilization. The performance 
and stability of the proposed double-loop scheduler are evaluated through simulation studies 
under varying overload scenarios. Our studies show that when the actual execution time of 
tasks (i.e., load) increases or decreases, the performance metrics begin to deviate from their 
desired values and the controller begins to adjust the estimation of the execution time so as 
to pull the performances back to their desired values. That is, when the change occurs, after 
a short fluctuation, the performance metrics will reach their desired values and the system 
will work at a state with high CPU utilization and low miss ratio. The future work includes 
applying the control methodology to this double-loop scheduling problem: identifying the 
local and global scheduling systems, modeling the two closed-loop systems, and designing the 
controller for these two loops. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this dissertation, we apply feedback control techniques to solve some of the important 
scheduling problems in real-time systems. Specifically, we make the following contributions: 
• Task scheduling in selective herbicide spraying problem. We identified the scheduling 
system by abstracting the input and output relationship, modeled the scheduling system 
as a linear systems and the vehicle system as a first-order systems, then we designed the 
controller using control technique, fed back the system performances and adjusted the 
vehicle speed. The system model was verified by Matlab and computer simulations, and 
the performances were evaluated. The simulation results show that a low miss ratio and 
high CPU utilization are achieved. 
• Task scheduling based on (m, fc)-firm deadline constraints in real-time systems. We 
proposed a feedback-based scheduling solution, wherein the current DFR was fed back 
to the controller and fhi for each task T, based on DFR on-line. We also proposed a novel 
fairness metric to evaluate the fairness of each task in terms of QoS. The performances of 
the systems were evaluated by computer simulations. The simulation results show that 
we can maximize the QoS received by each task while keeping the dynamic failure rate 
below a certain threshold 
• Combined task scheduling with fault-tolerance in real-time systems. The applications 
have both periodic tasks and aperiodic tasks. Each periodic task can have a primary 
copy and a backup copy. The rate monotonie scheduling algorithm and deferrable server 
algorithm were used to schedule tasks on an uniprocessor system. Two deferrable servers 
are created, one for aperiodic tasks and one for the backup copies of periodic tasks. The 
recovery rate and failure rate of periodic tasks are fed back to the controller, and the 
utilization capacity of the backup deferrable server is adjusted by feedback control theory. 
Suitable utilization capacity is allocated to backup deferrable server and the remaining 
utilization capacity is used for the aperiodic deferrable server. The performances of 
the systems were evaluated by computer simulations. The simulation results show that 
we achieve the fault tolerance by adjusting the utilization capacities of periodic tasks, 
aperiodic server and backup sever. 
• Task scheduling in distributed real-time systems. We proposed a double-loop scheme. 
By using feedback control theory, the inner loop feedback control system adjusts the 
estimated execution time of tasks to achieve desired CPU utilization and miss ratio 
for the local system, and the outer loop control system adjusts the set points for each 
local system. Additionally, we analyzed the stability of the double-loop feedback-based 
scheduling system in Z domain. Then we proposed a novel global scheduling method to 
achieve load balancing by using a load index, which considers the deadline miss ratio, task 
rejection ratio and CPU utilization. The performances of the systems were evaluated by 
computer simulations. The simulation results show that the solution can keep deadline 
miss ratio close to the set point and maximize the CPU utilization. 
The future work are as follows: 
• Build physical system for the herbicide spraying problems. We have carried out computer 
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simulation of the herbicide spraying problems, the next step will be to verify the feedback 
solution in the real systems. 
• Identify the system, model the closed-loop system and design controller for the QoS 
management scheduling problem and the combined scheduling problem. 
• Identify the input and output relationship of the local scheduling systems in the double-
loop scheduling problems, model the inner-loop systems and design the controllers using 
control technique. Carry out the same steps for the outer-loop systems. 
• Apply feedback control methodology in power-aware scheduling. 
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